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Steam Oven Cook Book
Model: MS2-TQ20SC（BK）
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Toshiba Steam Oven
MS2-TQ20SC(BK)
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ѡ

䏰棎㩌族

ࢮԃ

㇍伥

҅ऀў

ࢎ嘜㹄㸸汅欧

400g

栉䒠䒠梏ㆎࡶ䏟䐎5 ӣ摺
+ 嘜㾎8 ӣ 20 ॡ

䒠梏ㆎࡶ䏟䐎q)
+ 嘜㾎

Ј㇍

惨ऀ䬈  嘜䥰

嘁嘬ঞ佸嘜墸

400g

伏 7 ӣ 30 ॡ

ڽ嘜q)

Ј㇍

惨ऀ䬈  嘜䥰

Ј㇍

ڔޙ咰䬁嘜

600g

伏 24 ӣ摺

伟嘜 100qC

Ј㇍

咰䬁  嘜䥰

ߡٵ

嘜⾽⾽

500g

伏 12 ӣ摺

ڽ嘜 100qC

Ј㇍

惨ऀ䬈  嘜䥰

࣐৾䍓䆍ԕ

600g

伏 20 ӣ摺

ڽ嘜 100qC

Ј㇍
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8ت
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伏 15 ӣ摺

䒠梏ㆎࡶ䏟䐎 qC
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䏟䥰

䏟 曬৭
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伏 25 ӣ摺
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塯㾪䓀剁
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伏 15 ӣ摺

䒠梏ㆎࡶ䏟䐎 qC

Ј㇍

䏟䥰
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伏 20 ӣ摺

䒠梏ㆎࡶ䏟䐎 qC

Ј㇍

䏟䥰

ଛଙ䏟১߫
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䒠梏ㆎࡶ䏟䐎 qC
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8曏
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伏 23 ӣ摺
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伏 10 ӣ摺
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伏 20 ӣ摺
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200g

伏 10 ӣ摺
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12 ✫

伏 16 ӣ摺
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12 ✫

伏 15 ӣ摺
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伏 8 ӣ摺
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300g

伏 45 ӣ 摺
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嵃㾪嘜
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伏 20 ӣ摺
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29 啑伐棩
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伏 20 ӣ摺

伟嘜 100qC
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ӣ摺
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Ӓ

200g

ӣ摺
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Ј㇍
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✫
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✫
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Ӓ

4-8 ✫

ӣ摺
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Ӓ⢫

300g

ӣ摺

ষ嘜ȭ

Ј㇍
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200g-300g
ڏ岚䏰寪㩌族ӣ摺

Ӓ

250g

ӣ摺

ষ嘜ȭ

Ј㇍
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200g-300g
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ਘ⥺ԅਈ

ࢎ嘜㹄㸸汅欧
䏰棎㩌族伏 1 ӣ 20 ॡ

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

ߕމ
ޏ死汅欧 ..............................

1㱃

ற㹄戗㾪

400g ٘ͧԾ݊ ⡦卽澝欧毠澝欧氤㒑୍ͨ

囯࣌ ....................................

4࣌

伐恔㲪✫
嘁ࣺ
嚅㱃
欧ர䆍⦵
㹄㸸ͧ㤢㾪ͨ䆍⦵

ҟࡣ
1

㼲欧ͫஔԾ⡦卽澝欧毠澝欧沨ͫ䄒㒑㝔◿ࡊӣ澞

2

汅欧欧剎⡧➇ӿ旇ͫ҅欧庇֨䬈Ї澞

3

欧䥰Ї䶞ͫㆊ垰ࣲױङ欧庇वݹ㧠߄䶞ङ欧䥰Ї澞֨欧૯Їݹ㎹
࣌囯࣌ͫऀ㧠Ծ匉澞

4

Ӥױ囯࣌ݹҵ⢫ࡊИ䂫ࡥͫ➩ऀ澞

5

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 1澬ࢎ嘜㹄㸸汅欧澭ͫݕڭॐ栉䒠؏ۨ㒑ͫㆊ欧䥰ݹҵ嘜䥰ͫ
㧠嘜䏟ঔЈ㇍ͫ旇嘜欧澞

6

䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ͫ܋嘜欧䥰ՈӟͫԾ݊囯࣌澝䶞ͫҖ݊欧娋வङ䆍㾪ͫࣀ㒑
֨欧֚յ䃷Їற㹄戗㾪ԯՕцऀ

֘झՀৰ

嘜䥰

惨ऀ䬈

2

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

嘁嘬ঞ佸嘜墸

䏰棎㩌族伏  ӣ 30 ॡ

ߕމ
死墸ͧЬ䷠墸ͨ .................

400g

ͧ伏 25g/ 曏ͨ

.........................................
湅

1g

㎷䩵ধ ..................................

5g

ঢজ ................................

30g

ࣿ ܚ....................................

15g

䏰棎㩌族伏 24 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

ߕމ

1

䆯➩ױ۱߄ௐߕͫ死墸䄒ͫӿԾ墸化ͫӤ旇墸ਅͫՈӟ墸匛澞

曬堢 ....................................

2

ㆊ墸ٵ捌֨䬈Їͫঞ佸ݕӹऀӒࡊࡥ䤚ԡش㩌㒑㣓➩ऀ澞

3

ㆊ嘁Ӥॊͫ֨ڂٵ掭ИҖҵঢজͫ䓀䒠㒑Җҵ嘁嘬ͫ昘ࢮ澞

4

৬䎓࣌Ӷͫ䎓ӟնͫӇԆҵௐ湅澝㎷䩵ধ澝ࣿܚ㥪ۨͫ⦞֮ܟ嘁嘬戗澞

5

嘜䏟ঔࡊঔ娙䈏ࡊͫ܋䬈ݹ嘜䥰Їͫ܋嘜䥰֨嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ惴㤋

6

䏰寪佖ߘͫԯՕՈӟцऀ澞

嘁栦M

2ߦ

1

◿唹䂫䤚➩ऀ澞

◿唹 .............................

4 شট

2

曬劥৾Ծ䵷֮ͫ⦞Ӥ旇 4 ࣌ͫԆҵ寪 މA 懯 5 ӣ摺澞

曬劥৾ ...............................

100g

3

墸☨䄒ͫܚӟ墸俠澞

墸☨ .................................

4曏

4

ҭӣ㥪ܟ曬堢ͫԆҵ寪ࢌͫ( މՠ֮ ⦞澞

5

֨咰䬁嘜ㆋऀ咰䬁Иݹҵ唹澝曬৾澝墸☨ͫҖҵ堢䃠ਙ  ӣ䈏ͫ܋੮வ

寪 މA

ङࡥ࡛Ծ݊ͫࣀ㒑嘮Ї咰䬁嘮澞

ࢎେ ..............................

1/3 םԑ

6

܋嘜䥰ݹ㧠嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ܋咰䬁Ԇ嘮ݹ嘜䥰Иڶ澞

ڔޙ戗 ........................

1/3 םԑ

7

昘Ї䓽於ͫࡊঔԆࡊͫ惴㤋 ਘ⥺ԅਈ澬ڔޙ咰䬁嘜澭澞

寪 މB

ঞ佸M

֘झՀৰ

ࡊ ....................................

400g

ڔޙ戗 ...........................

1 شԑ

ڔޙն䃷 ..........................

2 شԑ

ௐ湅 ...................................

ص孝

嚅ॊ ...................................

ص孝

֘झՀৰ
ش嶳ב

ش嶳ב
͓ 䏰寪佖ߘ㒑ͫՈӟͫ旇嘮㒑ݪҵ惨嚅ॊԯՕцऀ澞

͓ 墸㇕㧠堢गௐߕͫґ孨ޏ死ͫ䛂㼲䛂ҟͫի⤄ڧޣؠ柸Ս۟澞
惨ऀ䬈

嘜䥰

咰䬁

3

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

ҟࡣ

ਘ⥺ԅਈ澬嘁嘬ঞ佸嘜墸澭⮆⥺

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

ڔޙ咰䬁嘜

嘜䥰

4

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

嘜⾽⾽

䏰棎㩌族伏 12 ӣ摺

ߕމ
⾽⾽ ...................

3 栿ͧ伏 Mͨ

嘁栦 ...............................

7-8 ࣺ

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

࣐৾䍓䆍ԕ
䏰棎㩌族伏 20 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

1

⾽⾽㠒旇ͫ䄒ͫݹ㧠䬈И澞

湻ঞ .................................

2

嘁栦Ӥॊͫ嘁ॊИܟҵࣿܚ澝奣澝࣒ࠛչ湅寪ۨ戗㾪ͫ➩ऀ澞

࣐৾ ..................................

3

֨⾽⾽Ї䃷Ї࠵樹  ङ戗㾪ͫ܋䬈ݹҵ嘜䥰Їͫ嘜䥰㧠嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍澞

4

昘Ї䓽於ͫࡊঔԆࡊͫ惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬嘜⾽⾽澭ͫ⮆⥺ԯՕ澞

曬堢 ....................................

1✫

ࣿঞ .....................................

5g

ͧљ 24 ✫ͫM/ ✫ͫһ 600g)

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

200g

1

ㆊ䄒ङ࣐৾Ӥۨͫ⸷شӇ⣿ॊͫधҵ䬁⡦ऀڭ澞

150g

2

֨娙߄࣐৾ङ䬁Иͫݹҵ吤௯澝囯ॊ澝曬ঞ澝ࣿܚ澝嚅ਰ澝湅ͫ㥪ͫ⦞֮ܟ
Ԇҵ 2 咰⦵ࢎࡊͫգސէ㥪ͫ⦞֮ܟ娸ۨ椄ऀڭͫމ澞

ࣿ ܚ....................................

1⦵

奣 ...................................

ԡ⦵

䩵ধ ...................................

ԡ⦵

吤௯ .................................

2ml

࣒ࠛ .................................

1⦵

囯ॊ ....................................

10g

4

ㆊ䤚㒑ङ湻ⴧ㡬ۨ斴㱃䖚ͫऀӢӤۨ㎹✫֮شם੫ङش湻ⴧ澞

湅 .......................................

1⦵

曬ঞ ......................................

2g

5

҅ऀ湻ঞ㱭ش܋湻ⴧͧ伏 Mͨ⺷۲ͫ㤅ۨԕज澞Ո惨椄ͧމ伏

ࣿ ܚ....................................

3ml

嚅ਰ ...................................
湅 .........................................
ࢎࡊ ................................

֘झՀৰ

惨ऀ䬈

3

܋湻ঞ֮⦞ӣۨ 2 ѡͫ▲ѡԆ䈎ࡊͫ▲ѡԆ⢫ࡊͫӣӰ㠪ۨҰ࢝ङ 2 ✫湻
ⴧͫࣀ㒑Ӈ܋⡧✫湻ⴧ㡬֨▲ͫ㠪ۨ▲✫Ұ࢝ङ湻ⴧͫ嘮Ї嘮ͫ䤚
30 ӣ 摺㒑ͫ➩ऀ澞

Mͨ֨ݹԕजЇͫ㟃俐娸ۨࣿԕ澞

30g

6

֨嘜䥰捌Ї࣐伤ͫㆊԕױङԕ㤻ޅݹ漈澞

2g

7

܋娙ԕङ嘜䥰ݹҵ嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫࡊঔԆࡊͫ惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ

2 咰⦵

䈎ࡊ ...................................

50g

⢫ࡊ ...................................

50g

澬࣐৾䍓䆍ԕ澭ͫ⮆⥺澞
8

䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ͫՈӟ嘜䥰ԯՕ澞

֘झՀৰ

嘜䥰

嘜䥰

5

6

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

㛣梏堢দ
䏰棎㩌族伏 50 ӣ 摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙͙

曬堢 ....................................

4✫

ঢঞ ....................................

10g

Ѻ䵷湻ঞ ............................

100g

࣒ࠛ ................................

60g

ग䩵ধ ...............................

110g

伟࣐⼻ ................................

60g

ҟࡣ
1

䆯➩ 2 ✫䐘ङ◿䄒ࢋ䥝ͫㆊ堢௰厠堢गӣ曰ͫ堢गऀ۸堢֘ବ㥪ܟӟ
ࡥ࡛ͫӇۣۣӣ  ࠩԆҵग䩵ধͫ҅ऀ۸堢֘悪傑㥪҅ܟҿղطઅ⢹֡䖚澞

2

ՈՐ▲ͫ֘ؠㆊ堢௰澝࣐⼻չ࣒ࠛࢌՠͫऀ۸堢֘Ҧ䠔ⴢ▲㶲Ѻବ㥪ͫܟ
फӱ੮வ▲ۨڥ㇍ࡥ࡛ͫӇԆҵ惐丆㒑ङ湻ঞͫ傁傑Ҧ䠔ⴢ▲㶲ָफ㥪ܟ
֮⦞澞

3

ՈІӣФ▲۸䤚ङ堢गԆҵ堢௰থИऀ⣲Ӣ৬ୂڂंͧ⦞֮ܟէЇ৬ͫܟ
Љऀइ֥ङͫڔސஅ࠲堢गࢃࡥͨͫӇㆊӾ棻۸䤚ױङ堢गҶୂҖҵ堢
௰থИͫ৬⦞֮ܟ澞

4

ㆊܟԔङ堢দথҖҵ  تङ㛣梏堢দࠥӀИͫڳㆊ㾎ࡥӟ澞

5

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 6澬㛣梏堢দ澭栉䒠ͫ栉䒠佖ߘ㒑ͫ堢দࠥӀ֨ݹ䏟䥰Їͫ
ҵ嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ͫՈӟҖݹͫۻ䃪㒑ԯՕ旇堢দࠥ澞

֘झՀৰ

䏟䥰

8

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

ࢁ死ܖ圇
䏰棎㩌族伏 15 ӣ摺

ߕމ

ҟࡣ

湻ⴧ

1

ࡊ .....................................

150g

࣐ ....................................

15g

湅 ........................................

5g

㎷䩵ধ .................................

18g

ޯପ湻ঞ ...........................
懡࠾ .....................................

2

6g

4

6O``G 椄މ
䑍৾ ...................................
墸☨ ...................................
榆坤ୌܞ吤 ב.....................
䠓咀戗 .............................

80g
60g

ㆊ湻ⴧङ۱߄ߕࢌމՠ澝㠪ۨҰ࢝ङ湻ⴧͫӯऀਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬ۉ䇃䤚懡澭

曬Ҷ৭ .....................

ԅਈͫȭͫ䤚懡 40-50 ӣ摺ͫ䤚懡ਙԽ檥䲔ҕם澞

㷒㺢 .............................

湻ⴧ䤚懡ङ㩌Ҙͫ䆯➩ҿѕߕމ䑍৾Ӥͫ⸷ش墸☨Ծ墸俠ͧՕऀۄ⢫墸

伐恔㲪 .................................

܋䤚懡㒑ङ湻ⴧ㤢ӟॱ㾎ͫऀ۴ܷ۲ͫऀ湻ঞ㱭ㆊ湻ⴧ㤅ۨ伏 8 شםت澝

5

5 ✫ ( 伏 600g)
2 םԑ
5✫

伐恔㲪ঞ ...........................

1 םԑ

嘁 .......................................

4ࣺ

棩௴ڂߛ澞

ޅট௲劏㲪 .....................

1

ㆊԾङ恔㲪澝ޅট௲劏㲪澝湅չԾजङ嘁ࣺݹҵीਛ㡰ॊ澞

2

ҵ伐㲪ঞ澝㷒㺢澞1/2✫㹄㸸ङजݳॊͫ㤢ӟ㹄㸸㾪ͫ▲ݹҵीਛू䭎
ۨ䀲澞

3

߂㒑֨ीਛИҖҵ塯ͫܟԔͫ؏ۨ恔㲪戗ङ䆯➩澞

4

܋曬৭ݹҵґ死ੲИͫҖҵ恔㲪戗ͫऀ۴㠪㡬ͫ岽曬৭੮வ֮⦞䀔䈏戗ͫމ
دإ㒑ݹ悹ந㹏ͫ懯▲ޮ澞

1/2 شԑ

5

惴㤋

1✫

6

栉䒠佖ߘ㒑ͫㆊ懯ױङ曬৭ऀ୬伤ԕ娴ͫ֨ݹ䏟䥰Їͫݹ悹嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ
䏰棎ਙ佖ߘԯՕ澞

䏟䥰Ї捌Ї࣐伤ͫ܋வ棩捌֨䏟䥰Їͫ֨வ棩੮வӳ▲㇍䠓咀戗ͧ棩י

㹄㸸 ....................................

ⴜם伏 1cm Љ⹃戗ͨͫӇ捌Ї䆯➩ױङ䑍৾չ墸☨ͫݪЇ吤ב澞

塯 .................................

1 םԑ

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬ࢁ死ܖ圇澭 栉䒠ͫ栉䒠佖ߘ㒑ͫ܋䏟䥰ݹҵ嘜㾎䐎䓽

湅 ......................................

惨

ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬䏟曬৭澭栉䒠澞

Ј㇍ͫ䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ԯՕՈӟ澞

150g
3 םԑ

֘झՀৰ

֘झՀৰ

䏟䥰

䏟䥰

9

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

И族澝֚յԼङⴢڥ湻棩ͺࣀ㒑ऀՂ֨ЇவՂ▲пͫشஅ࠲䏟䐎㩌ͫ

300g

䏰棎㩌族伏 25 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

☨ї߁ͨ澞
3

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

䏟曬৭

10

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

塯㾪䓀剁

䏰棎㩌族伏 25 ӣ摺

Ղ䓀戗 ................................
ࣿ ܚ....................................

䏰棎㩌族伏 20 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

500g

1

嵣剁䪀ۨ 8cm ٘ङ࠼ͫऀࡊࢎ 䄒ͫࣀ㒑ࡊ◿ݏӣ澞

࣐㜏 ........................

1

ݕӹ 1 ش㩌ㆊ࣐㜏㒡ந㹏ИՈӟͫઆ⢫澞

60g

2

嵣剁ୌԆҵ伿厡େ澝ࣿܚ澝奣澝Ղ䓀戗澝塯ܟԔ澞

௲劏㲪 ................................

惨

2

ㆊ湅澝௲劏㲪澝ଛଙ澝࣐澝ם嘁֮⦞ࢂ㝔࣐֨㜏Їͫ懯 5 ӣ摺澞

15g

3

ܟԔљ㒑ㆊ嵣剁娙ҵґ死ੲͫݹҵந㹏Ӓ懯▲ޮ澞

20g

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬௲㲪࣐㜏澭栉䒠澞

懯ױФ㒑ङ嵣剁֮⦞ݹҵ߄࣐伤ङ䏟䥰Їͧ懯ӲӾ棻ङ㾪ࡊЉҖҵͫ

࣐ ...................................

3

4

4

ㆊ࣐㧠䏟䥰Їͫ㧠栉䒠ױङ嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ䏰棎ਙ佖ߘԯՕ澞

ߕމ
嵣剁 ..............................

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

௲㲪࣐㜏

奣 ...................................

30g

塯 ....................................

10g

伿厡େ ................................

30g

ହҲ䏟ࢾͨͫ৾ךङ▲வ߉Їͫࢤҵך棻ङ戗㾪澞
5

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 9澬塯㾪䓀剁澭栉䒠ͫㆊݹҵ栉䒠ױङ嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍
ਙ䏰棎ਙ佖ߘԯՕ

֘झՀৰ

ҟࡣ
1 ⸷ ( 伏 250g)

ଛଙ ................................

惨

湅 ......................................

惨

ם嘁 ...........................

2ࣺ

( Ӥॊ )

֘झՀৰ

䏟䥰

䏟䥰

11

12

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

ଛଙ䏟১߫

䏰棎㩌族伏 40 ӣ 摺

ߕމ

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

䏟फ़Ӣ欧

䏰棎㩌族伏 15 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

ҟࡣ

১ ....................................

3⸷

1

ݕӹ 1 ش㩌ㆊ১㒡ந㹏ИՈӟͫઆ⢫ͫ◅ㆊ嚅Ӥۨ嚅֥澞

फ़Ӣ欧 .................................

2㱃

嚅 ...................................

ԡ✫

2

ㆊ௲劏㲪澝ঠ湅澝㷒㺢չଛଙࢌՠ֨▲ͫӲۨ懯މ澞

ग懷 ....................................

3ࢤ

௲劏㲪 ................................

惨

3

ㆊ懯⹃⦞֮މ㝔֨১Їͫ懯ԡش㩌澞

㷒㺢 ................................

惨

4

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬ଛଙ䏟১߫澭栉䒠澞

ঠ湅 ...................................

惨

5

ㆊ১չ嚅֥▲ݹҵ䏟䥰Їͫ㧠嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ䏟ਙ伏ӾЈӣ摺㩌

ଛଙ ................................

惨

湅 ......................................

惨

㷒㺢 ................................

惨

৬▲வͫ䏰棎ਙ佖ߘԯՕ澞

֘झՀৰ

1

फ़Ӣ欧䄒ͫ܋੮வ忇ॆङص欧沨⣲݊ͫ旇匼ͫ܋⡦卽ࢎஔ◿Ӕ֮ͫ⦞
㝔Їग懷ͫ֨੮வ֮⦞ݪ湅ͫݹԡش㩌澞

2

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬䏟फ़Ӣ欧澭栉䒠ͫ֨䏟䥰И▲㇍掼伤ͫ֨掼伤Ї
ӳЇङ▲㇍㷒㺢澞

3

ㆊ懯ױङफ़Ӣ欧ݹҵ䏟䥰Иͫ㧠嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ䏟ӣ摺ͫՈӟ৬வͫӇ
傁傑䏔䏟ӱ佖ߘԯՕ澞

֘झՀৰ

䏟䥰

䏟䥰

13

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙

14

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

ࢴ墸〞מ兓

䏰棎㩌族伏 18 ӣ摺

Ѻ䵷湻ঞ ...............................

䏰棎㩌族伏 23 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

8曏

1

Ծஔ墸㼴ͫѸ߂㒑▲䷠ЉԾ݊ͫ栦չ墸俠Ծ݊ͫ匜ୂӤІӢͫ҅؉Љਈ㑢澞

࣐ ..................................

170g

5g

2

ㆊ戗ߕࢌމՠ֮⦞澞

㎷䩵ধ ...............................

170g

3

ㆊ墸厠ԽމङѺ䵷湻ঞࢌՠ֮⦞澞

4

ㆊ湻ঞࢌՠ㒑ङ墸䀔Ї戗ͫݹҵ捌ױ䏔䐐伤ङ䏟䥰И澞

曬堢 ....................................

3✫

5

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬ࢴ墸〞מ兓澭栉䒠ͫ栉䒠佖ߘ㒑ͫ܋䏟䥰ݹ悹嘜㾎

Ѻ䵷湻ঞ ...........................

225g

ߕމ
墸 ......................................

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

伤ߞ堢দ

戗ߕމ
Ѻ䵷湻ঞ .............................

30g

ࡊ ......................................

30g

堢௰戗 ................................

20g

䐎䓽 Ј㇍ͫ䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ԯՕՈӟ澞

ࡥ۸ঞ ..................................
湅 ...................................

֘झՀৰ

ҟࡣ

7g
0.25g

1

ㆊ࣐徣ԗ➩ऀͫ֨徣ԗ㒑࣐ИԆҵ㎷䩵ধͫऀ۸堢֘㥪ܟਙ徣ͫ
案ղࢱगͫ➩ऀ澞

2

ㆊ曬堢۸ͫށӣ  ࠩҖҵ 1) Иͫ㥪⦞֮ܟ澞

3

Ӈㆊ丆惐ङ湻ঞ ࡥ۸ঞͫ湅Җҵͫ㥪⦞֮ܟ澞

4

֨✫ش堢দࠥИҖҵ 28g ٘堢দ 䉊ͫ܋堢দ֮ࠥ⦞֪㤻֨ݹ䏟䥰Ї澞

5

惴ܫਘ⥺ԅਈ 14澬伤ߞ堢দ澭栉䒠ͫ栉䒠佖ߘ㒑ͫ܋䏟䥰ݹ悹嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍
䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ԯՕՈӟ澞

֘झՀৰ

䏟䥰

䏟䥰

15

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

16

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

恔䏟欧

䏰棎㩌族伏 15 ӣ摺

ߕމ
兓ள欧 .................

1 㱃 ͧ伏 Mͨ

圍є ....................................

1✫

嚅 ...................................

ԡ✫

ற㲪 ...................................

ԡ✫

垊ਰ .................................

1㲐

ঢঞ .................................

惨

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

唉棩

䏰棎㩌族伏 16 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

1

ㆊ欧ࢎ◿Ӕͫ欧ਅЇ⤶Ї㎹Ӣͫऀ湅澝劏㲪ঞ澝މେঈ懯 20 ӣ摺澞ㆊ

࣐ .................................

300g

1

䆯➩ױ۱߄ௐߕͫ徣ԗ࣐澞

嚌Ӥۨͫ⸷ش囯澝嘁Ӥۨॊ澞

ধঞ ..................................

150g

2

ㆊ唉◿Ӥॊͫݹҵ䬁ИͫԆҵص孝ѺঞͧސИͨ㥪⦞֮ܟ澞

Ҷ堢䃠 ................................

50g

3

ㆊধঞҖҵ࣐Иͫऀ۴⥺۸堢֘㥪ͫ⦞֮ܟЉ۸䤚澞

唉◿ ............................

150g

4

ӣ  ࠩㆊ堢䃠Ԇҵ䬁Иͫ▲ࠩ厠࣐㥪⦞֮ܟ㒑ͫӇԆҵЈ▲ࠩ澞

Ѻ䵷湻ঞ ...........................

350g

5

Ԇҵ唉◿ͫ㥪⦞֮ܟ㒑ͫӇԆҵ惐丆㒑ङ湻ঞ澝⼻ঞͫљ⣲ӢӤۨܟ

⼻ঞ ...................................

25g

2

ㆊ懯ױङ欧ܠЇঢঞͫऀࢴਙ੮ज劲澞

3

䎓掭䓀䒠ͫݹㆊ囯嘁䎓ͫԆҵ戗܋ͫމӤױङ嚌䎓澞

4

ㆊ䎓ױङ嚌չ䏟欧ݹӱ䏟䥰Ї澞

5

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬恔䏟欧澭栉䒠ͫ܋䏟䥰嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ䏰棎佖
ߘ㒑ԯՕՈӟ澞

ҟࡣ

࡚߄◿ঞङவথ澞
6

懯މ

囯...................................... 20g
嘁M

܋வথ֨ݹґ死ਔЇͫݹҵ棩◿ࠥӀИֺͫױޅҖӟݹҵந㹏Ӓ⢫ 1-2 ش
㩌٘澞

M

戗މ

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

7

湅 ......................................

▲֛ٯ㫵ӇӤ澞

惨

劏㲪ঞ ................................

惨

伿厡େ ................................

惨

ㆊӒ⢫ױङ棩◿ՈӟͫӤۨ伏 5mm Լङ࣌䖚ͫߧײ棩◿⢫ङͫॆןՕљ

֘झՀৰ

8

܋Ӥױङ棩◿߄族ஜ֪捌֨߄࣐伤ङ䏟䥰Ї澞

9

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬唉棩澭
䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ԯՕՈӟ澞

ࣺ戗 ................................ 50g
⣿㲪 ................................... 30g
ࣿ ܚ....................................15g

֘झՀৰ

䏟䥰

17

䏟䥰

18

栉䒠ͫ栉䒠佖ߘ㒑ͫ܋䏟䥰ݹ悹嘜㾎䏟

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

ੌ㤀
䏰棎㩌族伏 25 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

ߕމ
曬堢 ....................................

2✫

ࢊ㓈 ڊ...............................

185g

㎷䩵ধ ................................

25g

䐽⼻ ....................................

10g

࣐⼻ ..................................

100g

ੌڔ堢㤀ज ................

12 ✫ͧͨ✫ם

ҟࡣ
1

䆯➩ױ۱߄ௐߕ澞

2

ㆊ࣐⼻澝㎷䩵ধ澝曬堢ࢌՠͫऀ۴⥺۸堢֘㥪⦞֮ܟਙধ壝ԗ澞

3

֨堢⼻䃠ИԆҵࢊ㓈ऀͫڊ۴⥺۸堢֘㥪⦞֮ܟ澞

4

ㆊ堢㤀䃠惐丆▲ࠩ澞

5

惐丆㒑ङ堢㤀䃠Җҵ堢㤀ज⡦ͫਙҷӣ䈏ԯՕ澞

6

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ澬ੌ㤀澭栉䒠ͫ栉䒠佖ߘ㒑ͫ܋䏟䥰ݹ悹嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ
䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ԯՕՈӟ澞

֘झՀৰ

䏟䥰

ش嶳ב
͓ ڏ岚߂㒑мӣ摺嫶ب䏟ঔИ堢㤀ङோͫ䏟ӱਘٜ֔㻤ङࢾ௰ङ३ͫچԯՕҠ࠲澞

20

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

࣐Բ

䏰棎㩌族伏 12 ӣ摺

ߕމ
䵷湻ঞ ...........................

225g

㎷䩵ধ ................................

40g

堢䃠 ...................................

20g

࣐⼻ ...................................

90g

ࢊ㓈 ڊ................................

30g

懡࠾ .....................................

3g

湅 .........................................

1g

࣐ ....................................

15g

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

嚅吤רב

䏰棎㩌族伏 10 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

1

ㆊПމஔ࣐љיङ۱߄ߕݹމҵ㐂㍳㷬⡦ͫ㥪⦞֮ܟ㒑ͫӇԆҵ࣐ͫ

࣐ ...................................

60g

1

࣐徣ԗ㒑厠ধ澝湅㥪ͫ⦞֮ܟӣࠩԆҵҶ堢䃠澞

傁傑㥪ܟ湻ⴧफਙՕљۨܞਔ䖚澞

Ѻ䵷湻ঞ .............................

80g

2

丆ҵѺ䵷湻ঞչ吤בঞͫ㥪⦞֮ܟ㒑ӇҖҵ◿嚅澞

3

ㆊ湻ⴧ֨ݹந㹏ИӒش㩌ͫؔڥ㒑ͫㆊ湻ⴧӤ࣌ͧ伏䎹 5mm Լͨ澞

2

ӯऀਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬ۉ䇃䤚懡澭ԅਈͫȭͫ䤚懡 40-50 ӣ摺ਙ⡧ҕם澞

3

䤚懡ױ㒑ͫՈӟ㾎֮ͫٵӣۨ 9 ѡͫ㡬ⴢͫ嘮Їґ死ਔ֨Јݹ 10
ӣ摺澞

◿嚅 ....................................

10g

ধ ......................................

30g

湅 .........................................

2g

ֺۨ㒑ङ湻ⴧݹҵ捌߄䏔䐐伤ङ䏟䥰娝ͫӯऀਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬ۉ䇃䤚懡澭

曬堢 ....................................

15g

ԅਈͫȭͫ䤚懡 40-50 ӣ摺ਙ⡧ҕ ם澞

吤בঞ .................................

10g

4

ㆊ湻ⴧӣӰऀ湻ঞ㱭㤅ۨ䄅ࢤͫڥӇԲ⚵ֺۨ澞

5
6

ҟࡣ

4

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬嚅吤רב澭栉䒠ͫ栉䒠佖ߘ㒑ͫ܋䏟䥰ݹ悹嘜
㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ԯՕՈӟ澞

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ澬࣐Բ澭栉䒠ͫ栉䒠佖ߘ㒑ͫ䏟䥰ଟҵ嘜㾎䐎䓽
Ј㇍ͫ䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ͫՈӟԯՕ澞

֘झՀৰ

֘झՀৰ

䏟䥰

䏟䥰

21

22

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

䏟圍

䏰棎㩌族伏 50 ӣ 摺

ߕމ
嚢圍 ..............

250g ٘ / ✫ 4 ✫

䏰棎㩌族伏 15 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

1

ㆊ嚢圍䄒ͫࡊ◿ݳӣͫऀ࣏乽֨੮வ۶Їش㾎澞

堢௰ ........................

2

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬䏟伐圍澭ͫ܋䏟䥰ݹ悹嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ䏰棎佖
ߘ㒑ԯՕՈӟ澞

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

ࢾধ٢Ѓ

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙͙

ҟࡣ
2 ✫ͧ伏 Mͨ

ࢊ㓈 ڊ...............................

210g

㎷䩵ধ ................................

30g

曾⪢ܳ㱃 .............................

ԡ㱃

伐ধ ...................
㎷䩵ধ ...............

1

䆯➩ױ۱߄ௐߕ澞

2

܋伐ধ澝㎷䩵ধԆࡊԆ䒠䑡ਙࢊࠖ澞

3

ㆊ䒠ױङࢾধҖҵ٢ЃࠥӀИ澞

4

ऀӢㆊ曾⪢ܳ㱃ㆎԡӻ旇ͫ܋五⣲ӟߛ澞

5

ㆊ曾⪢ܳ五澝曾⪢ܳ㱃澝ࢊ㓈֨ݹڊ掭Иͫ㥪ࢮۣ◅⦞֮ܟԆ䒠ӱڳڳӈ

惨ͧऀҁࢾধजͨ
惨

ͧऀҁࢾধजͨ

ࡥ䎹࠲ͫࡨ۞Љ䑥旇ͫࣀ㒑嘮Ї掭嘮ͫݹ⢨➩ऀ澞
6

ㆊ堢௰厠㎷䩵ধࢌՠ֮ͫ⦞㥪ܟਙধ壝ԗ澞

7

ݹ䃪ङࢊ㓈ڊ䃠ܳ݊曾⪢ܳ㱃ͫӣІۣۣࠩङҖҵ堢௰䃠ИͫࠩҖҵୃ
㥪ͫ⦞֮ܟӇ悹੧Ј▲ࠩ澞

8

ㆊ堢⼻䃠Җҵ٢Ѓ䬁Иͫݹҵ䏟䥰Иͫ֨䏟䥰ୌҖҵ䈎ࡊͫ䀐ࡊ嘮惐٢Ѓ
䬁ङ▲ԡ澞

9

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬ࢾধ٢Ѓ澭栉䒠ͫ܋䏟䥰ݹҵ嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ䏰棎佖
ߘ㒑Ոӟͫঈڭ⢹֡澞

֘झՀৰ

֘झՀৰ

䏟䥰

䏟䥰

23

24

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

⣿㲪欧栦
䏰棎㩌族伏 20 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙

ߕމ
ם欧栦 ...................

1 ✫ ͧ伏 Mͨ

ࣿ ܚ....................................
寪չ .............................
嚅 ....................................

⣿恔㲪 ................................

50g

2ԑ

囯࣌ ....................................

4࣌

2 םԑ

曬ত ....................................

1ԑ

2߿

伿厡େ ..............................

1 םԑ

ҟࡣ
1

ㆊ欧栦䄒㒡И族Ӥ旇ͫЉӤ㧜ͫ੮வ㝔Ї伿厡େ懯Ծ匉ն澞

2

嚅Ӥॊ➩ऀ澞

3

Ոڂٵם䬈▲✫ͫ捌Ї囯࣌ͫ܋欧栦㤻Їͫ欧੮வ捌Ї⣿恔㲪澞

4

ㆊ䬈ݹ嘜䥰Їͫ嘜䥰㧠嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ昘Ї䓽於ͫࡊঔԆࡊͫ惴㤋

ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬⣿㲪欧栦澭ͫ⮆⥺ԯՕ澞
5

䏰棎佖ߘ㒑܋䬈ܳӟͫҖ݊ך棻ङ䆍㾪ͫܚࣿ܋澝嚅ਰ澝曬ত澝掭И
ࣇ㒑ͫ幙䒠䃷ЇԯՕௐऀ澞

֘झՀৰ

嘜䥰

惨ऀ䬈

26

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

ࣥ勵嘜墸☨

䏰棎㩌族伏 10 ӣ摺

䏰棎㩌族伏 16 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

200g

1

死墸ࢎ㒑ܸӟ墸俠Ծஔי㼴ͫ䄒澞Ԇ湅չ伿厡େ懯▲Ј澞

曾թज ...............................

死墸 ..................................

15 曏

2

ऀӢ܋勵㒡И族Ӥ旇ͧԕ娙߄ୂיਗ਼俠ݕॐܷͫݕॐݱҁͨͫӣۨ⡧࠼

湅 ......................................

惨

伿厡େ ................................

惨

ற ..................................

15 ট

ࣿ ܚ................................

2 咰⦵

ߕމ
ࣥ勵 ...........................

伐垜噴 ................................
ࣿঞ ..............................
ࡊ ...................................

㒑㝢ԕ娙ͫୂڂ忙忙܋勵ݹӱ䪘ߡЇͫӤۨ 1 ԻজङԼچ澞
3

伐垜噴Ӥۨⴢ֮࣌ͫ⦞ٵ捌䬈ୂڂ澞

4

ㆊӤױङࣥ勵ݹ㧠伐垜噴࣌Їސͺ勵੮வ՟▲ݹ曏墸☨ͫ◅㤻Їற
溟侺澞

5

ԡ㱃
1/4 咰⦵
3 䆍⦵

6

12 㑋

1

֨娙߄嵣৾ॊङ䬁Иͫݹҵ曬ঞ澝吤௯澝囯ॊ澝ࣿܚ澝嚅ਰ澝湅澝
曬堢澝ࣿঞ㥪ͫܟգސէ㥪ͫ⦞֮ܟҟۨ椄ऀڭމ澞

৾椄
. ...............................150g
嵣৾ॊ
曬ঞ ...................................2g

صݪ孝湅ͫ܋䬈ݹ嘜䥰Їͫ㧠嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ昘Ї䓽於ͫࡊঔԆࡊͫ
惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ澬ࣥ勵嘜墸☨澭ͫ⮆⥺澞

囯ॊ ...................................10g

䏰棎佖ߘ㒑܋䥰И嘜ӟߛङࡊӣҖҵ䬁ИͫԆص孝ࣿঞ寪֮⦞ͧࡊߧײӣ

ࣿ ܚ....................................5ml

惐ͫصՕ惨ࢍԆص孝⢫ࡊͨͫԆҵص孝ࣿͫܚҖҵ掭ИԆ䒠 1 ӣ摺ͫ幙

嚅ਰ ...................................10g

2

ㆊ嘜䥰捌Ї࣐伤ͫ܋ԕױङ䓀巚㤻ޅݹ漈澞

3

܋娙䓀巚ङ嘜䥰ݹҵ嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫࡊঔԆࡊͫ惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ
澬嘜䓀巚澭ͫ⮆⥺澞

4

䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ͫՈӟ嘜䥰ԯՕ澞

湅 .......................................2g
曬堢曏
ࣿঞ ...................................5g

֘झՀৰ

惨ऀ䬈

֘झՀৰ

嘜䥰

嘜䥰

27

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

吤௯ ................................2ml

䒠䃷֨嘜ױङࣥ勵嘜墸☨Ї澞

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

嘜䓀巚

28

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

嘜ۄ⢫ௐս

䏰棎㩌族伏 15 ӣ摺

ۄ⢫ԕ ................

12 ✫ͧ伏 25g/ ✫ͨ

1
2

ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬嘜ۄ⢫ௐս澭ͫ⮆⥺ԯՕ澞

5g

1

伐垜噴ԾजӤۨ 2cm شםЃͫ吽Ӥট ➩ऀ澞

30g

2

Іކ欧Ӥشট㒑嘮Ї㹄㸸࣌懯 10 ӣ摺Ծ匉澞

伐垜噴 ................................

20g

3

֨䬁ӄ۸ҵ曬堢㥪۸֮⦞ͫㆊজ棓澝吽টչІކ欧টҖҵ堢䃠И㥪⦞֮ܟ澞

Іކ欧 ................................

20g

4

䆯➩▲✫䬈ୂڂ֨ͫЇ࣐伤۪ৱӳЇ▲㇍ङௐऀͫҖҵজ棓থ

曬堢 ....................................

1✫

㹄㸸 ....................................

2࣌

吽 .....................................
জ棓 ...................................

◅㝔ٵ੮வ澞ͧЭՕљऀⴢ䬁۪ͫৱ४▲ࢋڳ溟ङ䥰⚵ї߁ͨ
5

֘झՀৰ

܋嘜䥰ݹҵ嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ܋娙ௐ࣒ङݹ֘ؠҵ嘜䥰ЇவͫࡊঔԆࡊͫ惴㤋
ਘ⥺ԅਈ 澬Іކ欧嘜棓澭ͫ⮆⥺ԯՕ澞

6

֘झՀৰ

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

܋Ӓ⢫ङۄ⢫ԕݹҵ嘜䥰ͫࡊঔԆࡊͫ嘜䥰ݹҵ嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍澞
惴㤋

䏰棎㩌族伏 8 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

Іކ欧嘜棓

䏰寪佖㒑ͫݫԾ伤ͫӤۨユ⡓ਈ▲۴ݗ܍ङ⸷ސشԯՕ澞

ش嶳ב
͓ ㆎ曬堢惐ݽङͫॿشՕљ䄿Ծ曬堢ͫऀ 10g 湻ঞչ 20g ࢎࡊ㥪ͫ⦞֮ܟӇԆҵ嚌
ঈௐߕ㥪ͫ⦞֮ܟգ㶲Օљҟӟױ՞ङ嘜棓澞

惨ऀ䬈

嘜䥰

29

嘜䥰

30

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

嘜জ棓

䏰棎㩌族伏 45 ӣ 摺

ߕމ

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

嵃㾪嘜

䏰棎㩌族伏 20 ӣ摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

ҟࡣ

জ ....................................

300g

1 ҅ऀㅷՍ㒕ࢋ܋ͫ֘ؠজ䄒㒑ԆࡊͫЉԆ嘮ͫݹҵ嘜䥰澞

ޏ死 ...........................

500g

ࡊ ....................................

450g

2 嘜䥰ݹ㧠嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫࡊঔԆࡊͫ惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ澬嘜জ棓澭ͫ
⮆⥺ԯՕ

嵃 ...................................

30g

֘झՀৰ

囯佸 ....................................

12g

嘜欧嵃 ..............................

10g

ঢজ ................................

20g

伿厡େ ..............................

1 䆍⦵

ࣿ ܚ.................................

1 䆍⦵

湅 .........................................

2g

ࣿঞ .....................................

3g

1

㧔ۨͫ⸷ش䄒䌤ࡊͫ嵃Ӥॊͫشݹ䥝ͫԆҵ囯澝ࣿܚ澝嘜欧嵃澝
ঢজ澝伿厡େ澝ࣿঞ澝湅܍Ԕ㒑懯 2 ش㩌澞

2

ㆊ懯ҵնङݹҵ䬈澞

3

惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ澬嵃㾪嘜澭ͫㆊ䬈ݹҵ嘜䥰ͫࡊঔԆࡊͫ
㧠嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ⮆⥺旇ԯՕ澞

֘झՀৰ
ش嶳ב
͓ 䏰寪佖ߘ㒑䐎 5 ӣ摺ͫਙজ棓Ҷࣅͫ栿ট؏ͫޅЇ੮வ忙ڳ䋝䉮ͫӄୂ櫕徣澞

ㅷՍ㒕ם䬁

嘜䥰

惨ऀ䬈

31

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙

嘜䥰

32

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

啑棩

䏰棎㩌族伏 20 ӣ摺

ߕމ

ਘ⥺ԅਈ

䒷䓃䳥

䏰棎㩌族伏 50 ӣ 摺

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙͙

ҟࡣ

ߕމ

ҟࡣ

任জঞ ...............................

100g

1

䆯➩ױ۱߄ௐߕ澞

䂫䤚䓃䳥 ...........................

गধ ...................................

20g

2

䈎ࡊИԆҵص孝湅ͫ啑Ո喳䄒ͫ֨䈎䓇ङࡊИݹҵ啑㾮ਙ岴㒑

ࡊ .................................

㣓ӟͫݹҵࣅङ⢫ࡊИ惐Ӓ澞

ӎধ ...................................

ࡊ ...................................

50g

䊎湻 ...................................

30g

䈎ࡊ ...................................

40g

啑 ...................................

50g

ௐऀ .................................

10g

伐࡙ ...............................

3

ऀܟݝ㷬ㆊ啑喳۸ۨথͧূূऀͫͨױ丆䌆㾪ࡊͫ啑থऊऀ澞

4

任জঞԆҵगধՃࡊͫ㥪ۨܟԡ䋝䖚ͫ䊎湻㿲ҵ䈎ࡊ㥪ۨଥޢ䖚澞

5

任জঞ厠䊎湻ࢌՠͫ幙䒠Ԇҵௐऀ㡬֮⦞澞

6

ㆊࢌՠङௐߕݹҵ֘ؠ娝ͫ⠤  ⺷▲溟ͧͫͨࣅޣ嘜㾎䐎䓽ࡊঔ娙䈏ࡊͫ

300g

1

◿䓃䳥 50g ऀ 伟䄒ࡊ䂫䤚 6 ش㩌ܸ٘ͫࡃ䄒澞

1200ml

2

܋䂫ױङ䓃䳥ԆࡊͫݹҵםㅷՍ㒕ࢋ֘ؠИͫԆࡊͫԆ嘮ݹҵ嘜䥰㧠嘜

50g

ՕԆߕމ
㳇䉊 .......................

㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫࡊঔԆࡊͫ惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ澬䒷䓃䳥澭⮆⥺ԯՕ澞
3

䏰棎佖ߘ㒑ՈӟԆҵӎধͧ厠㳇䉊ͨ㥪ͫܟԯՕ澞

1 য়ͧ伏 Mͨ

܋䬈ݹ嘜䥰Їͫ܋嘜䥰ݹҵ嘜㾎䐎䓽Ј㇍ͫ惴㤋ਘ⥺ԅਈ澬啑伐
棩澭ͫ⮆⥺ԯՕͺͧ嘜؏Օऀ䶞㣬旇߲रͫਲ਼ӄୂঞⴧީगङͫؼ

120g

Ӈ嘜▲㫵⡓ͺࣅଥङ任জⴧղଥޢͫ䒠ङ㩌Ҙ溒چ忇ͨ澞
7

ㆊ惐䌆ӟߛङ啑থԆҵ⤔ӟ䓽ङ任জⴧИͫऀԃ㥪҅ܟ任জⴧЇͧࡨ۞
ऀङީ啑থ৲Љީ啑㾪ͫਲ਼嫰ͫ◿ןڱՕљ惨䠞Ԇ▲溟啑㾪ͨ澞

8

۴Ї㝔Ї▲溟ௐऀͫㆊҟױङறⴧঈӣۨਲ਼ٴѡͫѡ 30g ٘ͫՆ 
㡬֮ۨ⦞ङறদⴧͫ伐࡙Эӣۨѡ 20g ٘ͫՆ㡬֮ۨ⦞ङদ
ⴧ澞

9

֘झՀৰ

ㆊ伐࡙ԕҵறⴧͫݱҁ惐३ۮЇ۴澝㝔澞

10 ԕױङদⴧ੮வӳЇௐऀͫਞ俯આறⴧ岴ॆङ⭶桅ͫऀӿױङґ死伤

֘झՀৰ

ԕ娴ߛͫԯՕ澞

惨ऀ䬈

嘜䥰

םㅷՍ㒕ࢋ֘ؠ

33

曱ܶچ㦧͙͙͙͙͙

嘜䥰

34

ӎধ䒷நࠏ

۴⥺ௐ岇

ߕމ
嶙ࠏ ...................................... ✫ͧ伏Mͨ
㬻 ...................................... ট
ӎধ ...................................... M
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Shelf Description

Auto Menu Guide
Menu Name

Upper
Lower
Bottom

Internal Structure

Baking/ Steam Tray is
placed on lower layer

Tea Bowl and Steam Tray are
placed on lower layer

Baking/ Steam Tray is
placed on upper layer

Dish and Steam Tray are
placed on lower layer

Recommend
Quanity or
Time
Weight

Power

Layer

Container and
Accessories

01 Steamed Sea
Bass with Lime
02 Steamed Garlic
Shrimp with
Vermicelli Noodles
03 Japanese Steamed
Egg Custard

400g

Convection preheat (5 minutes)
+ Steam (8 minutes and 20
seconds)

Convection (180 °C) +
Steaming with full power

Lower

Suitable dish +
Steaming tray

400g

About 7 minutes 30 seconds

Quick Steam (100 °C)

Lower

Suitable dish +
Steaming tray

600g

About 24 minutes

Full steaming (100 °C)

Lower

Tea bowl + steaming tray

04 Steamed Baby
Cabbage

500g

About 12 minutes

Quick Steam (100 °C)

Lower

Suitable dish +
Steaming tray

05 Soup Dumplings
with Beef

600g

About 20 minutes

Quick Steam (100 °C)

Lower

Steaming tray

06 Chiffon Cake

8 inches

About 50 minutes

Convection (150 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

07 Seafood Pizza

1 Pc

About 15 minutes

Convection (220 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

08 Roasted Chicken
Wings

600g

About 25 minutes

Convection (220 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

09 Honey Glazed Ribs

500g

About 10 minutes +
About 15 minutes

Convection (220 °C) +
Convection (180 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

10 Roasted Steak with 250g
Black Pepper

About 20 minutes

Convection (230 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

11 Roasted Lamb Chop 500g
with Rosemary

About 40 minutes

Convection (230 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

12 Grilled Saury

2 pieces.

About 15 minutes

Convection (220 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

13 Shrimp Tempura

8 pieces.

About 18 minutes

Convection (200 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

14 Cupcake

12 Pc

About 23 minutes

Convection (170 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

15 Spicy Grilled Fish

500g

About 15 minutes

Convection (200 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

16 Cranberry Cookies

15 pieces

About 16 minutes

Convection (160 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

17 Portuguese Egg
Tarts

12 Pcs

About 25 minutes

Convection (200 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

18 Butter Roll

9 Pc

About 12 minutes

Convection (180 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

19 Chives and Cheese 16 pieces.
Cookies

About 10 minutes

Convection (180 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

20 Roasted Sweet
Potato

4 Pcs

About 50 minutes

Convection (230 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

͓ The cooking time can be adjusted according to the actual weight of ingredients.

21 Caramel Pudding

12 Pc

About 15 minutes

Convection (140 °C)

Lower

Baking tray

͓ Be sure to fill the water box with purified water before cooking with "steam".

22 Steamed Fish Head 800g
withChili Pepper

About 20 minutes

Quick Steam (100 °C)

Lower

Suitable dish
+ steaming tray

23 Steamed Tamago
Tofu with Shrimp

200g

About 10 minutes

Quick Steam (100 °C)

Lower

Suitable dish
+ steaming tray

24 Steamed Siumai

12 Pc

About 16 minutes

Quick Steam (100 °C)

Lower

Steaming tray

25 Steamed Frozen
Food

12 Pc

About 15 minutes

Quick Steam (100 °C)

Lower

Steaming tray

26 Salmon Steamed
Rice

130g

About 8 minutes

Full steaming (100 °C)

Lower

Suitable dish
+ steaming tray

27 Steamed Rice

300g

About 45 minutes

Full steaming (100 °C)

Lower

Wide-mouth bowl
+ steaming tray

500g

About 20 minutes

Quick Steam (100 °C)

Lower

Suitable dish
+ steaming tray

300g

About 20 minutes

Full steaming (100 °C)

Lower

About 50 minutes

Full steaming (100 °C)

Lower

Tips
͓ The weights of ingredients in the recipes are recommended for reference.

28 Steamed Pork Ribs
with Black Bean
Sauce
29 Sweet Green Rice
Ball

30 Stewed Bird's Nest 1500g

Suitable dish
+ steaming tray
Wide-mouth deep
container +
steaming tray

Reheating & Other Cooking Suggestions
Recommend
Quanity or Time
Weight

Menu Name

Power

Layer

Container and
Accessories

Remarks

9pcs

10mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

Refrigerated 9pcs

10mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

Frozen

9mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

Refrigerated 200g

12mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

Frozen

18mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

26mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

9mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

Chinese Steamed Bun ~25g /pc，
8pcs~200g

300g

22mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

200g-300g Suggested cooking time：
20-22mins

Refrigerated 250g

15mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

200g-300g Suggested cooking time：
14-16mins

11mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

/

5mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

/

08 Reheat Congee Refrigerated 250g

16mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

/

09 Reheat Soup

Refrigerated

400g

15mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray

/

10 Reheat Pizaa

Refrigerated

320g

8-10mins

Covection
(preheat)230℃

Lower

Baking tray

/

11 Reheat Chinken Refrigerated
Wing

300g

11mins

Combi 190℃

Lower

Baking tray

/

12 Frozen Spring
Rolls

250g

16mins

Covection
(preheat)190℃

Lower

Baking tray
(with Baking Paper)

13 Steamed Baby /
Cabbage

400g

10mins

Steam 100℃

Lower

Steaming tray+dishes /

14 Roasted Chick/
en Wings

400g

20-23mins

Covection
(preheat) 210℃

Lower

Baking tray
( with Baking Paper )

01 Reheat Siumai

02 Reheat Rice
Noodle Rolls

03 Reheat Glutinous Rice Chicken

Frozen

200g

/

4 pcs

Refrigerated 4 pcs

04 Reheat Chinese Refrigerated 4-8pcs
Steamed Bun
Frozen

05 Reheat Rice

06 Reheat Salt
Cuted
Baked Chicken
07 Reheat Milk

Siumai ~25g /pc，9pcs~220 g

200-400g

1-2cups
Refrigerated (150g/cup)

Frozen

Glutinous Rice Chicken ~65g /pc，
4pcs~260g

Coat a thin layer of oil on the surface
of the spring rolls

/
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Steamed Sea Bass
with Lime

Auto Menu

Cooking time: about 13 minutes and 20 seconds
Difficulty index: ͙͙͙͙

Ingredients
Fresh sea bass...................
1 piece.
About 400 g (weight after removing
internal organs, gills and scales)
4 pieces.
Sliced ginger.......................

Green Lime Sauce:
Red Chili................................................. 3 pieses
Garlic....................................................... 6 pieces
Chive....................................................... 2 pieces
Seasoned soy sauce for seafood... 3 spoon
Fresh Lemon juice ............................. 3 spoon

Recipe
1 Remove internal organs, gills and scales of the sea bass. Dry the fish
after rinse it.
2 Cut the fish along two sides of its chine and keep the sea bass lying
on the front.
3 Place chopsticks on a dish and place the sea bass on the chopsticks.
Put a few slices of ginger on the fish to remove fishy smell.
4 Prepare shredded ginger in cold water for later use.
5 Select
auto menu 1 [Steamed Sea Bass with Lime]. After preheating,
put the fish plate on the steam tray. Then put the steam tray on the
lower layer of the oven and start steaming.
6 When cooking is done, take out the plate. Remove the ginger slices and
chopsticks and pour out the soup in the dish. Then sprinkle shredded
green onion and shredded ginger on the fish, pour hot oil on the fish,
and pour seasoned soy sauce for seafood around the fish (you may
add some seasoning according to your own taste).

Recommended Container and Accessories

Steaming tray

Suitable dish

2

Steamed Garlic Shrimp with
Vermicelli Noodles

Auto Menu

Cooking time: about 7 minutes and 30 seconds

Japanese Steamed Egg Custard

Difficulty index: ͙͙͙͙

Auto Menu

Cooking time: about 24 minutes

Difficulty index: ͙͙͙

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Fresh shrimp........................ 400g
Salt................................................ 1g
Castor sugar ............................. 5g
Corn oil..................................... 30g
Light soy sauce...................... 15g
Garlic bulb............................... 20g
Vermicelli Noodle..................20g

1 Prepare fresh shrimps, rinse them with water, Cut off the legs
and whiskers of the shrimps. Also cut the shrimps from tail to
head with scissors and devein the shrimps.
2 Place the shrimp flat on a plate; soften the vermicelli noodles
with room-temperature water for 30 minutes
3 Mince the garlic; heat up the wok with strong heat and pour
corn oil on it. After the oil becomes hot, pour it onto the minced
garlic and turn off the heat.
4 Stir the mixture of garlic and corn oil until fragrant. Then add
salt, sugar and light soy sauce.
5 Fill the water box of the steaming oven with water and put the
dish on the steam tray. Then put the steam tray on the lower
layer of the oven and start the auto menu 2 [Steamed Garlic
Shrimp with Vermicelli Noodles].
6 Enjoy your dish when the cooking is finished.

Egg......................................... 2 pieces.
Dried mushroom............... 4 pieces. (small)

1 Soak the dried mushrooms in water for later use.
2 Remove the tendons of chicken breast and cut into the chicken
breast into 4 pieces evenly. Then add seasoning A and marinate
for 5 minutes.
3 Rinse and devein the shrimps.
4 Stir the eggs, add seasoning B, and mix well.
5 Put the mushrooms, chicken breast and shrimps in a special tea
bowl. Pour the egg liquid to 80% full, remove the bubbles of egg
liquid on the surface and then cover the tea bowl.
6 Place the steam tray on the lower layer of the steaming oven and
put the covered tea bowl at the center of the tray.
7 Close the oven door, add water to the water box, and select
the auto menu 3 [Japanese Steamed Egg Custard].

Recommended Container
and Accessories

Chicken breast......................... 100g
Shelled tiger shrimp........ 4 pieces.
Seasoning A
Sake.................................... 1/3 spoon
Japanese soy sauce...... 1/3 spoon
Seasoning B
Water.......................................... 400g
Japanese soy sauce... 1 teaspoon
Miso............................... 2 teaspoons
Salt............................................. A little
Shredded chives................... A little

Recommended Container
and Accessories
Tips

Suitable dish

Steaming tray

Tips

The shrimp is a high-protein food, so it needs to be fresh. Keep it alive until
͓
you cook it, otherwise, the taste will be affected.

3

Tea bowl

Steaming tray

͓ After cooking, take the tea bowl out, open the lid, and sprinkle shredded
chives on it.

4

Steamed Baby Cabbage

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 12 minutes

Recipe

Baby cabbage................ 3 pieces.

1 Free the baby cabbage leaves, rinse it, and put it on a dish.
2 Mince the garlic cloves and mix them with light soy sauce,
oyster sauce, vegetable oil and salt to make a sauce for later use.
3 Pour the sauce from step 2 on the baby cabbage. Then put
the dish on the steam tray, and place the steam tray on the lower
layer of the steaming oven.
4 Close the oven door, add water to the water box, and start
the auto menu 4 [Steamed Baby Cabbage].

Garlic bulb................... 7-8 cloves
Light soy sauce.............. 1 spoon
Oyster sauce.......... Half a spoon
White sugar........... Half a spoon
Vegetable oil.................. 1 spoon
Salt..................................... 1 spoon

Ingredients

(for 24 dumplings, weighing 25 g each and 600 g in total)

Flour.................................... 200g
Beef.................................... 150g
Egg...................................1 piece
Starchy flour............................ 5g
Sesame oil............................ 2ml
Chicken powder...................... 2g
Light soy sauce..................... 3ml
Bruised ginger....................... 10g
Chopped green onions.......... 30g
Salt.......................................... 2g
Water............................ 2 spoons
Boiling water.......................... 50g
Cold water............................. 50g

Recommended Container and Accessories

Suitable dish

Steaming tray

Recommended
Container and
Accessories

Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙

Recipe
1 Cut the washed beef into small pieces, chop it, and put it in a
bowl for later use.
2 Add sesame oil, bruised ginger, chicken powder, light soy sauce,
chopped green onions and salt in the bowl with beef and stir
them well. Add 2 tablespoons of water and stir well in the same
direction to make into the stuffing for later use.
3 Divide the flour in two even parts, one added with boiling water
and the other with cold water. Knead them into two smooth doughs.
Then knead the two doughs together into a smooth dough.
Cover the dough and wait for 30 minutes.
4 Rub the proofed dough into a rope, and cut it into segments of
equal size.
5 Use a rolling pin to flatten the segments (about 10g) and roll them
into dumpling wrappers. Take a proper amount of stuffing (about 15g)
and put it on the wrapper, and pinch it tightly into a raw dumpling.
6 Pave the steam tray with oil-absorbing paper, and put the wrapped
dumplings on the tray in order.
7 Put the steam tray with dumplings on the lower layer of the steaming
oven, add water to the water box, and start the auto menu 5 [Soup
Dumplings with Beef].
8 After cooking, take out the steam tray.

Steaming tray
5

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 20 minutes

Difficulty index:͙͙

Ingredients
(about 500 g)

Soup Dumplings with Beef

6

Chiffon Cake

Auto Menu

Cooking time: about 50 minutes
Difficulty index: ͙͙͙͙͙

Ingredients
Egg................................. 4 pieces.
Weak flour.......................... 100g
White sugar....................... 110g

Corn starch........................... 10g
Vegetable oil........................ 60g
Milk.......................................... 60g

Recipe
1 Prepare two clean oil-free deep pots. Separate egg yolks from egg
whites and beat the egg whites with the whisk attachment on high
speed until bubbles appear. Then, slowly add in white sugar (1/3 at a time)
and keep mixing until stiff peaks form.
2 Take another container. Mix the egg yolks, milk and vegetable oil and
stir them with the whisk attachment on low speed like drawing circles
until there is a layer of foam on the surface. Then, add in sifted flour
and stir vertically like drawing circles.
3 Add 1/3 of the whisked egg whites to the egg yolk paste and stir
evenly with a spatula (stir upwards from the bottom instead of drawing
circles to prevent the egg whites from defoaming). Then, pour all the
remaining whisked egg whites into the egg yolk paste and stir evenly.
4 Pour the well-mixed cake paste into an 8-inch chiffon mold, and
discharge bubbles by shaking the mold slightly.
5 Select
the auto menu 6 [Chiffon Cake] for preheating. After
preheating, put the cake mold on the baking tray, and put the
baking tray on the lower layer of the steaming oven. After cooking,
take out the mold and invert it. Cool it down before demolding.

Recommended Container and Accessories

Baking tray
8

Seafood Pizza

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 15 minutes

Ingredients
Dough ingredients
Water....................................... 150g
Butter......................................... 15g
Salt................................................ 5g
Castor sugar............................ 18g
Plain flour............................... 300g
Yeast............................................. 6g
Pizza toppings
Bacon......................................... 80g
Shelled shrimp....................... 60g
Mozzarella cheese.............. 150g
Tomato sauce............... 3 spoons

Roasted Chicken Wings
Cooking time: about 25 minutes

Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙

Recipe

Ingredients

1 Mix all the ingredients of pizza dough, knead it into a smooth
dough. Select the auto menu 33 [Fermentation] with temperature
40℃ and 40-50 minutes fermenting time. The dough will become
twice the size afterward.
2 While the dough is fermenting, prepare other Ingredients. Cut the
bacon into small pieces. Peel and devein the shrimps (frozen shelled
shrimps can be used instead).
3 Squeeze the fermented dough to discharge air. Flatten the dough
with your palms and roll it into an 8-inch round piece that is thinner
in the middle with a rolling pin. Then, make some small holes on it
with a fork to prevent it from bulging from the bottom when baking.
4 Put a piece of parchment paper on the baking tray. Put the dough
on the baking tray, spread the tomato sauce on the surface of the
dough (leaving a space of about 1 cm from the edge). Spread the
prepared bacon and shrimps, and sprinkle the cheese.
5 Select the auto menu 7 [Seafood Pizza] to preheat. After
preheating, put the baking tray on the lower layer of the steaming
oven and take it out after cooking.

Chicken wings.......................5 pieces

Recommended Container and Accessories

Auto Menu

Recipe
(about 600 g)

Olive oil................................. 2 spoons
Capsicum frutescens......... 5 pieces
Red pepper powder........... 1 spoon
Garlic........................................ 4 cloves
Whole black pepper.. 1/2 teaspoon
Lemon....................................... 1 piece
Honey...................................... 1 spoon
Salt.............. of appropriate amount

1 Mash the capped pepper, whole black pepper, salt and peeled
garlic cloves in a stone mortar.
2 Add red pepper powder and olive oil in stone mortar. Rub 1/2
of the lemon for lemon zest and squeeze juice from it. Put the
juice and the lemon zest in the stone mortar and mash them.
3 Pour honey and mix well, and the chili sauce is ready.
4 Put the chicken wings in a fresh-keeping bag and pour the chili
sauce. Mix them with your hands to make the surface of chicken
wings evenly covered with sauce. Seal the bag, put it in the
refrigerator, and marinate the chicken wings for one night.
5 Select the auto menu 8 [Roasted Chicken Wings] to preheat.
6 Wrap the marinated chicken wings with tinfoil and put them
on the baking tray. Put the baking tray on the lower layer of the
steam oven and cook till it is done.

Recommended Container and Accessories
Baking tray

Baking tray
9

Difficulty index:͙͙͙

10

Honey Glazed Ribs

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 25 minutes

Roasted Steak with Black Pepper

Cooking time: about 20 minutes

Difficulty index:͙͙͙

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Pork ribs................................. 500g
Barbecued pork sauce......... 60g
Light soy sauce...................... 15g

1 Chop the ribs into 8-cm segments, rinse them with warm water,
and dry them up.
2 Add in cooking wine, light soy sauce, oyster sauce, barbecued
pork sauce and honey and mix them well.
3 After mixing well, put the ribs in a fresh-keeping bag, and put
the bag in the refrigerator to marinate for one night.
4 Put a layer of parchment paper on baking tray. Then put the
marinated ribs evenly on it with the fleshy side facing up (do not
pour in the remaining sauce to avoid over- baking). Drip off the
excess sauce.
5 Select the auto menu 9 [Honey Glazed Ribs] to preheat. Put
the baking tray on the lower layer of the preheated steaming
oven and cook till it is done.

Beef steak.............................. 1 piece.

Oyster sauce............................ 30g
Honey........................................ 10g
Cooking wine.......................... 30g

Recommended Container and Accessories

Baking tray

Difficulty index:͙͙͙

Recipe
(about 250 g)

Black pepper...........of appropriate
amount
Butter..............................................20g
Rosemary.................of appropriate
amount
Salt............................. of appropriate
amount
Garlic..................................... 2 cloves
(chopped)

1 Take the steak out of the refrigerator one hour in advance and
thaw it at room temperature.
2 Spread salt, black pepper, rosemary, butter and garlic evenly
on the steak and marinate it for 5 minutes.
3 Select
Auto menu 10 [Roasted Steak with Black Pepper] to
preheat the oven.
4 Put the steak on the baking tray, place it in the lower layer of
the preheated steam oven and cook till it is done.

Recommended Container and Accessories

Baking tray
11

Auto Menu

12

Roasted Lamb Chop with Rosemary
Cooking time: about 40 minutes

Auto Menu

Grilled Saury

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 15 minutes

Difficulty index:͙͙͙

Difficulty index:͙͙͙

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Single lamb chop.......... 3 pieces

1 Take the lamb chops out of the refrigerator one hour in advance and
thaw them at room temperature. Then cut the onions into onion rings.
2 Mix black pepper, coarse salt, olive oil and rosemary to make
condiment sauce.
3 Spread the condiment sauce evenly on the lamb chops and marinate
them for half an hour.
4 Select Auto menu 11 [Roasted Lamb Chop With Rosemary] for
preheating.
5 Put the lamb chops and onion rings together on the baking tray
and place them in the lower layer of the steam oven. Bake the lamb
chops until the last 10 minutes or so and turn them over. Cook until
it is done.

Saury.........................................2 pieces
White vinegar........................ 3 drops

1 Rinse the saury. Scrape off some hard scales on the surface. Cut
it open and remove internal organs. Spread white vinegar and
salt on the surface of saury evenly. Marinate it at room temperature
for half an hour.
2 Select Auto menu 12 [Grilled Saury] for preheating. Put a layer
of tinfoil on the baking tray and brush a thin layer of olive oil above.
3 Put the marinated saury in the baking tray. Put it in the lower layer
of the steam oven and bake it for 10 minutes. Take it out and turn
it over. Then continue baking until it is done.

Onion......................................... half
Black pepper.......of appropriate
amount
Olive oil.................of appropriate
amount
Coarse salt...........of appropriate
amount
Rosemary.............of appropriate
amount

Recommended Container and Accessories

Salt.............. of appropriate amount
Olive oil..... of appropriate amount

Recommended Container and Accessories

Baking tray

Baking tray
13
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Auto Menu

Shrimp Tempura
Cooking time: about 18 minutes

Auto Menu

Cupcake
Cooking time: about 23 minutes

Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙

Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Shrimp.............................. 8 pieces.
Weak flour.................................. 5g

1 Remove the shrimp shell except the shrimp tail part. Remove the
head and devein it. Cut the abdomen three times to let the shrimp
keep straight.
2 Mix the sauce Ingredients evenly.
3 Mix shrimps with flour evenly.
4 Dip sauce onto the shrimps that mixed with flour. Then put them
in the baking tray that covered with a piece of oil paper.
5 Select Auto menu 13 [Shrimp Tempura] to preheat the oven.
After preheating, put the baking tray in the upper layer of the
steam oven and take it out after the end of cooking.

Butter.......................................... 170g

1 Melt the butter at room temperature for backup. After the butter
is melted, stir it and castor sugar with an egg beater until the color
turns grayish white.
2 Beat up eggs one by one, pour them into 1), and whisk them evenly.
3 Then add the sifted flour, baking powder and salt. Stir them evenly.
4 Pour about 28 grams of cake paste into each small cake mold and
place the cake molds evenly on the baking tray.
5 Select Auto menu 14 [Cupcake] to preheat the oven. After
preheating, put the baking tray in the lower layer of the steam oven
and take it out after the end of cooking.

Sauce Ingredients
Weak flour................................ 30g
Water......................................... 30g
Mayonnaise............................. 20g

Recommended Container and Accessories

Castor sugar.............................. 170g
Egg......................................... 3 pieces.
Weak flour................................. 225g
Baking powder............................. 7g
Salt............................................... 0.25g

Recommended Container and Accessories

Baking tray

Baking tray
15
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Spicy Grilled Fish

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 15 minutes

Ingredients
Tilapia............................. 1 pieces
(about 500g)

Potato................................. 1 piece
Onion......................................... half
Green pepper......................... half
Broccoli................................1 piece
Corn flour.............of appropriate
amount
Oil................................................ 30g
Sauce
Ginger........................................ 20g
Garlic.......................................... 20g
Thick broad-bean sauce...... 50g
Chopped chili......................... 30g
Light soy sauce....................... 15g

Pepper powder..of appropriate
amount
Cooking wine.....of appropriate
amount

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 16 minutes

Difficulty index:͙͙͙

Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙

Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

1 Clean the fish and cut the back of the fish several times. Marinate
it with salt, pepper powder and cooking wine for 20 minutes. Cut
vegetables into small pieces. Mince ginger and garlic.
2 Apply corn starch onto the marinated fish and fry it until its skin
becomes crisp.
3 Preheat the wok and then pour oil into it. Stir-fry the ginger and garlic
until fragrant. Then add the sauce and vegetables and stir-fry them.
4 Put the well-fried vegetables and grilled fish on the baking tray.
5 Select Auto menu 15 [Spicy Grilled Fish] to preheat the oven. Put
the baking tray in the lower layer of the steam oven. Take it out
after the end of cooking.

Butter.................................. 300g

1 Prepare all ingredients and melt the butter at room temperature.
2 Mince dried cranberries and put them into a bowl. Add some cake
flour (showed in the formula) and stir them evenly.
3 Pour the powdered sugar into the butter, and stir them evenly with
a whisk, without whisking.
4 Add the egg liquid into the bowl in three time. Make sure that the
butter is evenly stirred every time you add the egg liquid.
5 Add dried cranberries, stir them evenly. Add sieved flour and milk
powder. Use a spatula to stir and mix them into the batter without
dry powder.
6 Put the batter on the plastic wrap. Put it into the biscuit mold for
shaping. Demold it and put it in the refrigerator for freezing for
about 1-2 hours.
7 Take out the frozen biscuits and cut them into about 5mm thick
slices. If the biscuits are too hard to cut after freezing, you can wait
until they are brought to normal temperature and cut again.
8 Put a layer of parchment paper on the baking tray. Place the
biscuits on it and leave space for each other.
9 Select Auto menu 16 [Cranberry Biscuits] to preheat the oven.
After preheating, put the baking tray in the lower layer of the steam
oven and take it out after the end of cooking.

Marinade
Salt....................of appropriate
amount

Cranberry Cookies

Recommended Container and Accessories
Baking tray

Powdered sugar.................. 150g
Egg pulp............................... 50g
Dried cranberries................ 150g
Weak flour........................... 350g
Milk powder........................... 25g

Recommended
Container and
Accessories
Baking tray
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Portuguese Egg Tarts

Auto Menu

Cooking time: about 25 minutes
Difficulty index: ͙͙͙͙

Ingredients
Egg................................. 2 pieces

Unsalted butter.................185g

Castor sugar......................... 25g

Condensed milk...................10g

Milk....................................... 100g

Puff pastry................. 12 pieces

(Large size)

Recipe
1 Prepare all the ingredients.
2 Mix milk, castor sugar, and eggs. Stir them evenly with a whipper
until the sugar melts.
3 Add unsalted butter to the egg milk and stir them evenly with the
whipper.
4 Sieve the egg tart liquid once.
5 Pour the sieved egg tart liquid into the egg tart shells. Make it 80% full.
6 Select
Auto menu 17 [Portuguese Egg Tarts] to preheat the oven.
After preheating, put the baking tray in the lower layer of the steam
oven and take it out after the end of cooking.

Recommended Container and Accessories

Baking tray

Tips
͓ Recommendation: Observe the color of egg tarts in the oven in the last five minutes,
and stop baking when you are satisfied with the color they take on.

20

Butter Roll

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 12 minutes

Recipe

Strong flour........................... 225g
Castor sugar............................. 40g
Egg liquid.................................. 20g
Milk.............................................. 90g
Unsalted butter....................... 30g

1 Put all the main ingredients except butter into the dough mixer.
Enable the dough mixing function. Add butter after all the
ingredients are stirred evenly. Continue to knead the dough
until it can be drawn into a thin film.
2 Place the dough in a warm place and make it continue to ferment
to become twice larger. Auto menu 33 [Fermentation] with
temperature 40°C, ferment for 40-50 minutes.
3 After fermentation, take the dough out to exhaust the air. Divide
the dough into 9 portions evenly, roll them into small balls, cover
the balls with a layer of plastic wrap and place them at room
temperature for 10 minutes.
4 Roll the dough balls into a teardrop shape with a rolling pin, and
then roll them up until they are well-shaped.
5 Put the formed dough sections in the baking tray that covered with
a piece of baking paper. Auto menu 33 [Fermentation] with
temperature 40°C, ferment for 40-50 minutes.Let them ferment
until they are twice larger. Brush the surface of the dough sections
with egg liquid.
6 Select
Auto menu 18 [Butter Roll] to preheat the oven. After
preheating, put the baking tray into the lower layer of the steam
oven and take it out after the end of cooking.

Salt................................................. 1g
Butter.......................................... 15g

Recommended
Container and
Accessories

Ingredients

Recipe

Butter............................................... 60g

1

Weak flour...................................... 80g
Chives.............................................. 10g
Sugar................................................ 30g
Salt....................................................... 2g
Egg.................................................... 15g
Cheese powder............................ 10g

21

Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙

After the butter melts, mix it with sugar and salt. Then add the
egg liquid in several times.
2 Sieve and add cake flour and cheese powder, stir them evenly,
and then add chives.
3 Shape the dough, refrigerate it for 2 hours, and then cut the
dough into slices (about 5mm thick).
4 Select
Auto menu 19 [Chives and Cheese Cookies] to preheat
the oven. After preheating, put the baking tray into the lower
layer of the steam oven and take it out after the end of cooking.

Recommended Container and Accessories

Baking tray

Baking tray

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 10 minutes

Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙

Ingredients

Yeast............................................. 3g

Chives and Cheese Biscuits

22

Roasted Sweet Potato

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 50 minutes

Caramel pudding
Cooking time: about 15 minutes

Difficulty index:͙

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Sweet potato.......... About 250g
/4 pieces.

1 Wash the sweet potatoes, dry them up, and puncture the
surface with a toothpick to exhaust the air.
2 Select
Auto menu 20 [Roasted Sweet Potatoes]. Put the baking
tray into the lower layer of the steam oven and take it out after the
end of cooking.

Egg yolk................................ 2 pieces

Recommended Container and Accessories

Auto Menu

Recipe
(about 37g)

Whipping cream...................... 210g
Castor sugar................................. 30g
Vanilla Pod................................... Half
Brown sugar.................Appropriate
amount (used for making caramel skin)
Castor sugar................ Appropriate
amount (used for making caramel skin)

Recommended
Container and
Accessories

1 Prepare all the ingredients.
2 Add water to brown sugar and castor sugar. Then boil them to
light brown.
3 Pour the hot caramel into the pudding molds.
4 Cut the vanilla pods in half with a knife and scrape out the seeds.
5 Put vanilla seeds, vanilla pods and unsalted butter in a milk pot,
stir them evenly and heat them slowly until they are slightly
bubbling. Be careful not to boil them. Then put the cover on the
pot and let them cool for later use.
6 Mix egg yolk with castor sugar. Stir them evenly until the sugar melts.
7 Remove the vanilla pods from the cooled cream. Pour the cream
into the egg yolk slowly in three times, stirring evenly every time.
8 Pour the egg milk into a pudding bowl, put it in the baking tray,
and pour boiling water into the baking tray, which is more than
half of the pudding bowl.
9 Select
auto menu 21 [caramel pudding] to preheat. Put the
baking tray in the lower layer of the steaming oven, take it out
after cooking, and wait for solidification.

Baking tray

Baking tray
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Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙͙

24

Steamed Fish Head
with Chilli Pepper

Auto Menu

Cooking time: about 20 minutes
Difficulty index:͙͙͙

Ingredients
Fish head.................1 piece

(about 750g)

Light soy sauce.. 2 spoons
Blend oil............... 2 spoons
Chive...................... 2 pieces.

Chopped hot pepper...... 50g
Sliced ginger.............. 4 pieces.
Chicken essence....... 1 spoon
Cooking wine............ 1 spoon

Recipe
1
2

Rinse the fish head, cut it in the middle (do not cut it off) and put
cooking wine on the surface to remove the fishy smell.
Chop chive for later use.

Take a large flat-bottom dish and spread ginger slices on it. Set the
fish head on them and spread chopped hot pepper on the top surface.
4 Place the dish on the steam tray. Place the steam tray on the lower
layer of the steaming oven. Then close the oven door, add water to
the water box, select the auto menu 22 [Steamed Fish Head with
Chilli Pepper] and start it.
5 After cooking, take out the dish, pour out the excess soup. Stir-fry
light soy sauce, chopped chive, chicken essence and blend oil until
fragrant in a fry pan and then pour them immediately into the dish.

3

Recommended Container and Accessories
Suitable dish

Steaming tray
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Steamed Tamago Tofu With Shrimp
Cooking time: about 10 minutes

Auto Menu

Cooking time: about 16 minutes

Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Japanese Tofu...................... 200g

1 Rinse and devein fresh shrimps. Remove the shells and wash
them again. Marinate it with salt and cooking wine.
2 Cut the tofu with a knife in the middle (along a dotted line
outside the package) to divide it into two sections. Pick up the
bottom of the package. Gently put the tofu on the chopping
board and cut it into 1cm pieces.
3 Cut carrot into thin round slices and spread them evenly on the
bottom of a dish.
4 Put the Japanese tofu on top of carrot slices. Put a shrimp on
the surface of each piece of tofu and decorate it with green beans.
5 Sprinkle a little salt. Put the dish on the steam tray. Then put the
plate on the lower layer of the steaming oven, close the oven
door, add water to the water box, select auto menu 23
[Steamed Tamago Tofu with Shrimp], and start it.
6 After cooking, pour the steamed water from the dish into a
bowl. Add a little starch and stir evenly (Add a little cold water
if steamed water is not enough). Add a little soy sauce to steamed
water and heat it in a fry pan for 1 minute. Pour it immediately on
the steamed tofu and shrimp.

Wonton wrappers.......... 12 pieces

1

Fresh shrimps.............. 15 pieces
Salt....... of appropriate amount
Cooking wine.... of appropriate
amount
Green soya bean......... 15 pieces
Light soy sauce...... 2 teaspoons
Carrot ........................... Half piece
Starch...................... 1/4 teaspoon
.
Water......................3 tablespoons

Recommended
Container and
Accessories

Suitable dish

Steaming tray

Auto Menu

Steamed Siumai

Meat stuffing
Minced pork.............................. 150g
Light soy sauce........................... 5ml
Chicken powder........................... 2g
Sesame oil.................................... 2ml
Bruised ginger............................ 10g
Light soy sauce........................... 5ml
Chopped green onions........... 10g
Salt..................................................... 2g
Egg.............................................1piece
Starchy flour................................... 5g

Put sesame oil, bruised ginger, chicken powder, light soy sauce,
chopped green onions, salt, eggs and corn flour into a bowl filled
with minced pork. Stir them evenly in the same direction to make
stuffing for later use.
2 Put a layer of oil-absorbing paper on the steam tray and put the
dumplings on it in order.
3 Put the steam tray with dumplings in the lower layer of the
steaming oven, add water to the water box, select auto menu
24 [Steamed Siumai], and start it.
4 After cooking, take out the steam tray.

Recommended Container and Accessories

Steaming tray
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Difficulty index:͙͙͙

28

Steamed Frozen Food

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 15 minutes

Salmon Steamed Rice
Cooking time: about 8 minutes

Difficulty index:͙

Ingredients

Ingredients

Recipe

Quick-frozen Steamed Stuffed Bun................ 12 pieces(about 25g/ piece)

Celery................................................. 5g
Rice................................................... 30g

1

Carrot............................................... 20g
Salmon............................................ 20g
Egg............................................. 1 piece.
Lemon..................................... 2 pieces.

Recipe
1 Put the frozen steamed stuffed buns into the steam tray.
2 Add water to the water box.
3 Put the steam tray into the lower layer of the steaming oven, select

[Steamed Frozen Food], and start it.

2
3
4

5

the auto menu 25

6

Recommended Container and Accessories

Recommended
Container and
Accessories
Suitable dish

Steaming tray
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Auto Menu

Steaming tray

Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙

Peel carrot and cut them into 2cm cubes. Dice celery for later use.
Dice salmon, cover with lemon slices and marinate it for 10 minutes
to remove fishy smell.
Beat eggs into a bowl and stir well. Add rice, diced vegetables and
diced salmon into the egg liquid and stir well.
Prepare a dish, put a layer of parchment paper or brush a thin layer
of cooking oi on the bottom. Pour rice paste and smooth the surface.
(You can use a round bowl or a slightly deeper plate instead.)
Put the steam tray in the lower layer of the steaming oven. Put the
food container on the steam tray, add water to the water box, select
the auto menu 26 [Salmon Steamed Rice], and start it.
After cooking, tear off the parchment paper and cut it into small
cubes that a baby can grasp with one hand.

Tips
͓ For babies who are allergic to cooked eggs, mix well 10g flour and 20g clear water, and
then add vegetables and other ingredients to mix well, which can also make delicious
steamed rice.

30

Steamed Rice

Auto Menu
䏰棎㩌族伏 45 ӣ 摺

Difficulty index:͙

Ingredients

Recipe

Meter....................................... 300g

1 Wash rice in a deep and wide container.
2 Then add water to it and put it in a steam tray without cover.
3 Put the steam tray on the lower layer and add water in the water
box. Select auto menu 27 [Steamed Rice] and start it.

Water....................................... 450g

Steamed Pork Ribs with Black
Bean Sauce

Ingredients
Fresh spareribs.........................500g
Fermented soya beans.............30g
Shredded ginger........................12g
Seasoned soy sauce for seafood
..........................................................10g
Cooking wine........... 1 tablespoon
Light soy sauce........ 1 tablespoon
Salt ....................................................2g
Starchy flour...................................3g

Recommended Container and Accessories

͓ Left in oven for 5 mintues after cooking, until the rice is fully cooked.

Steaming tray

Suitable dish
31

Difficulty index:͙͙͙

Chop ribs into small pieces. Wash and drain them. Chop fermented
soya beans and put them in a small pot. Also add ginger, light soy
sauce, cooking wine, corn flour and salt. Mix them evenly with ribs
and marinate for 2 hours.
2 Put the marinated ribs into a dish.
3 Select
the auto menu 28 [Steamed Pork Ribs with Black Bean
Sauce] and put the dish in the steam tray. Add water to the water
box. lace the steam tray on the lower layer, and start it.

1

Tips
Wide-mouth bowl

䏰棎㩌族伏 20 ӣ摺

Recipe

Corn oil..........................................20g

Recommended Container and Accessories

Auto Menu

Steaming tray
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Sweet Green Rice Ball

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 20 minutes

Stewed Bird's Nest

Auto Menu
Cooking time: about 50 minutes

Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙͙

Difficulty index:͙͙͙͙͙

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Glutinous rice flou............... 100g

1
2

Soaked Bird's Nest......................300g
Water......................................... 1200ml
Rock sugar.......................................50g

1 Soak 50g dried bird's nest in pure water for about 6 hours. Pick
out feathers and wash bird's nest.
2 Put the soaked bird's nest in a deep and wide container. Add
water, put it on a steam tray and put it on the lower layer of the
steam oven. Add water to the water box, select
the auto
menu 30 [Stewed Bird's Nest] and start it.
3 After cooking, take out and add rock sugar (and coconut milk).
Mix them well and serve.

Soft sugar.................................. 20g
Warm water.............................. 50g
Flour starch.............................. 30g
Boiling water........................... 40g
Spinach...................................... 50g
Cooked lard/cooking oil...... 10g
Red bean paste..................... 120g

Recommended
Container and
Accessories

Suitable dish

Prepare all the ingredients.
Add a little salt to boiling water. Wash spinach leaves. Put them into boiling
water. Pick them out when leaves change color and put them in cold boiled
water for cooling.
3 Mash the spinach leaves into puree with a cooking processor (the finer the
better). Filter out the juice with a fine sieve and keep the spinach puree for
later use.
4 Add soft sugar and warm water to glutinous rice flour. Stir them into half-wet.
Stir flour starch with boiling water to make it transparent.
5 Mix glutinous rice flour with flour starch, add cooked lard (or edible oil) while
it is hot, and knead evenly.
6 Put the mixed ingredients in the dish. Press it as thin as possible (easy to be
cooked). Fill the water box with water. Put the dish on the steam tray. Put
the steam tray into the lower layer of the steaming oven, select the auto
menu 29 [Sweet Green Rice Ball] and start it. (After steaming, you can use
chop sticks to check it. If the internal dough is still white, steam it for a while.
Cooked glutinous rice balls should be transparent and stickier when heated).
7 Add the filtered spinach puree to the glutinous rice balls. Stir it hard to color
glutinous rice balls. (note: Use spinach paste instead of spinach juice. If it
feels too dry, add a little spinach juice appropriately).
8 Grease your hands with a little cooking oil. Divide the green dough into
several parts, each of which is about 30g. Knead them into uniform turquoise
wrappers. Divide red bean paste into about 20g each and knead them into
uniform fillings.
9 Wrap the red bean paste into the green dough. Wear gloves and grease your
hand during wrapping them.
10 Brush the surface of the green ball with edible oil to relieve the hardening of
the green ball. Finally wrap it with cut plastic wrap.

Steaming tray
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Additive Ingredients
Coconut milk.............................. 1 can

(about 400g)

Recommended Container and Accessories

Wide-mouth
deep container

Steaming tray
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Steamed Pear with
Rock Sugar

Manual Recipe

Ingredients
Fresh pear ............................ 1 pieceͧabout 350gͨ
Chinese wolfberry ................ 10 pieces
Rock sugar ........................... 5g
Water .................................... 50g

Recipe
1 Clean the pear and keep the peel. Then cut off the top part of the pear
(about 1/3 of total height) and dig out the pear core with a spoon.
2 Fill the hole of the pear with rock sugar, Chinese wolfberry and water.
3 Cover the pear with top part of the pear that was previously cut off. Put it on a dish.
Then place the dish on the steam tray which is placed on the lower layer.
4 Select
Auto Menu 32 [Slow Stew], 100℃ stew 30-45 minutes.
(Time can be adjusted according to the size of the pear)

Utensil Reference

Suitable dish

Steaming tray

TIPS
͓ Water can be adjusted based on the pear which dig out and better to fill it up.
͓ Container for pears can be replaced by a bowl.
͓ Fritillary can be added

36

Stewed Chicken Soup with
Yam and Wolfberry

Recipe

Ingredients
Sanhuang chicken ..........

About 500g

Chinese yam ....................

250g

Chinese wolfberry ..........

8g

Red dates .........................

10slices

Ginger ................................

3slices

Water ................................

1200g

Salt

Manual Recipe

................................

appropriate
amount

1 Remove the giblets and head of the yellow hair chicken, cutting the
chicken into small pieces. Then wash and drain it after parboil the
chicken with boiling water. Cut the Chinese yam into chunks after
peeling it. Red dates and Chinese wolfberry also need to be washed
for standby.
2 Put all the ingredients in the soup pot and put them in the steam tray
without cover and plastic wrap. Place the steam tray on the lower layer.
3 Select

Coconut Stewed Chicken Soup

Ingredients

Recipe

Coconuts ......................... 2pcs

1

Sanhuang chicken ......... 250g

2

Chicken breast ............... 100g
Red dates ......................... 10g

3
4

Lycium chinense ............ 5g
Salt

............................... 1g

Auto Menu 32 [Slow Stew], 100℃ stew 120 minutes.

5
6

7

Utensil Reference

Suitable dish

All ingredients are prepared well
Cut out about 1/4 top part of the coconut as the cover and keeping
the small cover for standby and pour out of coconut water for standby;
Red dates are cut into two parts and de-cored for standby;
Chicken blanching: stewing a pot of water, placing the flushed chicken
in the pot after boiling of the water to boil for a minute, and then taking
out of it for standby;
The chicken is placed in the coconut and added with red dates and
lyceum Chinese. Then, coconut water is pour into it;
Fill the water box with water. Put the coconut on the plate and place it
on the lower layer of steam oven. Select
Auto Menu 32 [Slow Stew],
100℃ stew 90 minutes.
After steaming is finished, take it out and flavor it with a little salt;

Utensil Reference

Steaming tray

Bowl
37

Manual Recipe

Steaming tray
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Steamed Chicken with
Sand Ginger Powder

Steamed Seafood Platter

Manual Recipe

Manual Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Yellow hair chicken ......... about 1000g

1 Wash the chicken and dry it with kitchen paper. Distribute salt and wine
evenly on the surface and inside of the chicken. Put a little pepper on it for
a while then marinate it with sand ginger powder for 30 minutes.
, use 100℃ to preheat.
2 Select
3 After preheating is completed, fill the water box of the steam oven with
water. Put ginger slices, spring onion and marinated chicken on the plate.
Then place it on the steam tray and place the steam tray on the lower layer
of the steaming oven.

Shrimp................................. 10pieces（300g）

1 Clams and razor clams are placed in the water and added with a spoon of

4 Select Auto Menu 31 [Quick Steam], 100℃ steam 30 minutes. After
cooking, leave it for 10 minutes.
Spour
oil into a hot wok, then put the grated ginger in. Remove the wok
5
from the heat when the oil is boiled; then put the scallion, salt and light
soy sauce in the oil and stir.

Hot pepper ........................ 5g

Old ginger .......................... 3-4slices
Scallion (sliced) ................ 2sheets
Sand ginger powder ...... 10g
Shaoxing wine .................. 1 spoon
(about 5g)

Pepper powder ............... about 3g
Salt

.......................... about 4g

Clams ................................. 200g
Razor clams ...................... 200g
Squid ................................. 100g
Bean vermicelli ................ 20g
Garlic ................................. 30g

Shredded ginger ............. 10g
Salt

................................. 3g

Granulated sugar ............ 3g
Light soy sauce ............... 10g
Oil

................................. 15g

Chive ................................. 10g

Utensil Reference

Suitable dish

Utensil Reference

Steaming tray

salt (excluding food ingredients) and several drops of sesame oil to spit of
sand for about 2 hours; then, it should be ushed well;
2 All food ingredients are prepared well, i.e. washing the fresh shrimp, cutting
the shrimp beard, cutting open the back of the shrimp to take out of shrimp
sausage; removing viscera of the squid, and a layer of film on the eyes and
external part. Hot pepper is washed well and cut up;
3 Bean vermicelli is soaked in the cold water for half an hour in advance and
then shed out for standby;

4 The handled fresh shrimp should be added with half shredded ginger,

appropriateamount of salt, granulated sugar and light soy sauce to marinate
for more than5 minutes;
5 Corn oil is poured into the pan. After the oil is heated up, it’s necessary to pour
into garlic paste, turn off the fire, and stir-fry it for a second to give a good scent.
Then, hot pepper should be added for stirring and frying. Finally, appropriate
amount of light soy sauce and salt should be added to stir and fry evenly;
6 It is necessary to take a large shallow dish, pave a layer of bean vermicelli on the
bottom of the dish, place all seafood on it and then evenly water it with garlic sauce;
7 Shallow dish which is full of seafood is placed on the steam tray, which is then placed
in the lower layer of the steam oven, after that, it’s required to ensure that the water
box is full of water. Select
Auto Menu 31 [Quick Steam], 100℃ steam 12 minutes.

8 After steaming, you can take out of it and scatter chopped green onions on it to eat.

Steaming tray
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Steamed Hairy Crabs

Manual Recipe

Ingredients
Hairy crabs............................ 6 pieces (120-130/each)
Ginger ............................

6 pieces

Recipe
1 Clean all of the hairy crabs, place their belly up and put 1 piece of
ginger on top ;
2 Put them onto the steaming tray and place the tray in the lower
layer of the steam oven.
Steam, 100℃ steam 17 minutes (crabs are ready when
3 Select
they turn red)

Utensil Reference

Steaming tray
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Steamed Salmon

Manual Recipe

Steamed Eggs with Okra

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Salmon .................................. 300g（2pieces）

1 Rinse the salmon and soak up the water with kitchen paper. Add white
wine and salt, mix well, and marinate for 15 minutes.
2 Place salmon on a plate and put it on the steaming tray. Place the tray
on the lower layer of the steam oven
3 Select Steam, 100℃ steam 14 minutes

Eggs

Liqueur .................................. 5g
Salt

.................................... appropriate
amount

Manual Recipe

Recipe

............................. 2 pieces

Fresh okra............................. 2pieces
Warm water ........................ 1small bowl
Light soy sauce ................... 1tea spoon
Water to eggs ................... 2:1

1
2

All ingredients are prepared well, i.e. okra is cut into thin slices;
Eggs are cleaned, scattered and added with warm water to be
rapidly stirredevenly;
3 Egg liquid obtained in step 2 is filtered by the filter screen again
(the taste of the steamed egg is more dedicate);
4 Okra is placed on the egg liquid and dish is placed on the steam
tray, which is then placed in the lower layer of the steam oven.
5 Ensure that the water box is full of water.
Select Steam, 100℃ steam 10 minutes.
6 Please take out of it after steaming, and sprinkle little light soy
sauce as desired to eat.

TIPS

Utensil Reference

Utensil Reference

͓ The temperature of warm water is recommended to be 40-60℃
͓ Ceramic plates and glass plates (7 inches which about 22cm in diameter)
are recommended.
͓ Cover with plastic wrap when cooking

Suitable dish

Steaming tray

Suitable dish
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Steaming tray
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Steamed Eggs with Clam

Manual Recipe

Chinese Steamed Bun

Manual Recipe

怍 steaming tray

Ingredients
Clam

................................ 50g

Eggs

................................ 100g

Warm water ...................... 150g
Chopped green onion ... 10g
Cooking wine .................... 4ml
Salt

................................ 2g

Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

1 Clam is washed well, put in the bowl, sprinkled with little cooking wine,
and added with salt for stirring evenly, so as to marinate for 10 minutes;
2 Eggs are cleaned, scattered and added with warm water and salt to be
rapidly stirred evenly;

Flour ...................................... 400g

3 Egg liquid obtained in step 2 is filtered by the filter screen again (the
taste of the steamed egg is more dedicate)
4 The marinated clam meat is placed in the egg liquid and covered with
preservative film, which has hole for ventilation. The dish is placed on
the steam tray, which is then placed in the lower layer of the steam oven.
After that, it is required to ensure that the water box is full of water.
Select Steam, 100℃ steam 10 minutes.
5 Please take out of it after steaming, sprinkle little sesame oil and light
soy sauce as desired and scatter the chopped green onion.

Yeast ..................................... 4g

1 Mix and sieve the flour. Add yeast, sugar, milk and knead them
into a smooth dough. Select auto menu 33 [Fermentation]
with temperature 40℃, fermenting time select 40-50 minutes until
it is twice or more times of the original size.
2 Re-knead the fermented dough until it becomes smooth again. Roll
the dough into a sheet of pastry with a width of about 15cm and a
length of about 40cm. Spray water on the surface and tightly roll it up.
3 Cut the dough into cylinders of 3cm for each and put them in the
steam tray;

White sugar ........................ 40g
Milk ...................................... 220g

4 Place the steam tray on the lower layer of the steaming oven. Close
the oven door and ferment the steamed bun for 20 minutes.
5 When the fermentation is finished, select Steam, 100℃ steam
20 minutes.
6 After cooking, leave it for 5 minutes and then enjoy.

TIPS
͓

Utensil Reference

Suitable dish

The temperature of warm water is recommended to be 40-60℃

͓

Ceramic plates and glass plates (7 inches which about 22cm in diameter)
are recommended.
͓
Egg & water ratio can be adjusted according to your own preferences
͓ (1:1.8-1:2.2).
Cover with plastic wrap when cooking.

Utensil Reference

Steaming tray

Steaming tray
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Yam Cake with Osmanthus Sauce

Taiwanese Castella Cake

Manual Recipe

Manual Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Yam

1 All ingredients are prepared well, i.e. the yam is cleaned and peeled
off and cut into small pieces to be placed in the dish;
2 The dish is placed on the steam tray, which is then placed in the lower
layer of the steam oven. Ensure that the water box is full of water.
3 Select Steam, 100℃ steam 25 minutes.
4 Mash the steamed yam and added condensed milk and sugar for even stirring;
5 Yam is kneaded into small and even clusters (at appropriate size of the mold);
6 Yam cluster is pressed into good shape by using the mold, and de-molded to
take it out;
7 Yam cake is sprinkled with Osmanthus sauce to eat.

Egg Yolk Batter

1 Apply a thin layer of butter to the mold, then cut the greaseproof paper and stick it

Corn oil ................................. 40g

2 Heat up the corn oil to about 70℃.
3 Add the sieved cake flour, and gently stir it evenly with a wire whisk until there is no

................................ 500g

Sugar ................................ 20g
Condensed milk ............. 8g
Osmanthus sauce .......... appropriate
amount

Recipe

Cake flour................................. 50g
Milk

................................

Salt

................................. 0.5g

50g

Egg yolks ................................. 4pieces

on the bottom and periphery.
dry powder.

4 Add milk & salt and mix them well with the wire whisk.
5 Add egg yolk in several times and mix them well.
6 Fill the baking tray with hot water and place it on the lower layer, then select
Convection and

Egg White Batte
................................. 3pieces
Egg whites
................................. 45g
Caster sugar
................................. 3drops
Lemon juice

preheat at 150℃.

7 Add a few drops of lemon juice to the egg whites and whisk the egg whites. Add the

caster sugar in three times and whisk them until bubbles have tightened into a white
foam with a soft ribbon that folds back.
8 Add 1/3 of the egg whites into the egg yolk and mix them evenly by turning and
stirring.
9 Pour the evenly mixed egg batter into the mold and pour it 2-3 times at a height of
20cm to exhaust the air.
10 Place the baking tray on the lower layer. Insert two mold chopsticks on both sides of
the oven door. Bake it at 150℃ for 65minutes by convection function.

TIPS

Utensil Reference

Utensil Reference

Suitable dish

Baking tray

Steaming tray
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͓ Chopsticks must be inserted on both sides of the oven door. It can make the
cakes have better bulkiness and taste, and a higher success rate.
͓ Unmovable mold with a bottom size of 185*185*50mm is suggested to use.

If a movable mold is used, two layers of tinfoil should be wrapped outside
the mold to prevent water.
͓ If a different mold is used, the cooking time should be adjusted according to
the actual needs, and the heating duration is generally about 60-70 minutes.

48

Char Siu

Manual Recipe

Baked Pork Chop Rice

Manual Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Pork collar-butt.................... 700g

1 Cut the pork collar-butt into a pieces with a thickness close to 1.5-2cm.
Score the surface of the pork with a knife. Then slice the garlic, and cut
scallion into sections;
2 Put the pork in a deep pot, then add salt, rose wine, white pepper
powder, scallion, garlic slices and barbecued pork sauce. Mix them
well. Wrap the pot with plastic film and refrigerate it for about 3 hours
or longer;
3 Take out the marinated meat, put it on the baking tray lined with
greaseproof paper (do not pour the sauce into it).

Cooked rice ........................... 150g

1 Wash tomatoes. Then cut the tomatoes and onions into chunks.

Barbecued pork sauce ...... 48g
Scallion ............................... 30g
Garlic

............................... 20g

Rose wine............................... 20g
............................... 3g

Salt

White pepper powder....... 5g
Honey

...............................

5g (optinal)

Tomato ................................... 1pieces

（about150g）

Onion .................................... 80g

Vegetable oil ....................... a little
Salt

.................................... a little

Pork chop ............................. 150g
Cheese ................................... 60

(distribute it fully）

4 Select Convection and preheat at 180℃.
5 After the preheating is complete, put the baking tray into the lower layer
and bake it at 180℃ for 30 minutes by convection function.
6 If you want the roasted char siu to be more golden, you can take out the
char siu in the last 5 minutes and bake it with honey.

Utensil Reference

Then cook and stir them in a hot pot with oil and salt.

2 Spread the cooked rice on a heat-resistant plate and spread the

tomatoes and onions on it.

3 Cut pork chop into pieces and spread them on a plate. Sprinkle

the dish with cheese and place it on the baking tray.
4 Select Convection and preheat at 210℃.
5 After the preheating is complete, put the baking tray into the lower
layer and bake at 210°C for 14 minutes by convection function.

Utensil Reference

Baking tray

Suitable dish
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Baking tray
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Lemon & Herb Roasted Chicken

Manual Recipe

Baked Mashed Potatoes with
Cheese

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Yellow hair chicken ............ 1100g

1

Potatoes .............................. 4pieces

Vegetable oil ......................... 15g
Basil

.................................... 15g

2

Thyme .................................... 1g
Edible salt ............................... 4g
Light soy sauce .................... 7g
Potato .................................... 1 piece

（about 200g）

3
4

piece
Carrot .................................... 1
(about 50g)
Cherry tomatoes ................. 5 pieces
Lemon .................................... 1 piece

Fresh rosemary ...................... 1 branch

5
6

Remove the chicken giblets and head. Soak it in water for a few minutes
to rinse the blood.
Add basil, thyme, vegetable oil, salt and light soy sauce. Distribute them
evenly on chicken in a massage way. Then put them in a polythene bag
and refrigerate them for 4 hours (It'll be more delicious if it is left to
marinate over night).
Cut potatoes and carrots into chunks and distribute them on the plate.
Take the marinated chicken out and put it on the plate covered with
potatoes and carrots. Add cherry tomatoes and fresh rosemary. Cut the
lemon in half, then cut it into 4 slices and put it on the plate.
Put the plate in the baking tray. Place the baking tray on the lower layer
of the steaming oven.
Select Convection and bake at 220°C for 45 minutes.

Recipe
（about200/each）

Bacon ................................ 50g

Mayonnaise ....................... 2 tablespoons
Black pepper ...................... a little
Sea salt ................................ a little
Mozzarella Cheese ......... a little

Suitable dish

Baking tray

1 Wash potatoes and cut them in half. Placed in the boiling water to boil
for 15minutes;
2 Let the potatoes cool down. Then scrape out inside (pay attention to
leaving a width of 5mm. The mashed potatoes will be put back later);
3 Cut the bacon into small pieces and stir-fry it to golden brown
and comes out of oil;
4 Crush the mashed potatoes. Mix them with bacon, salt, mayonnaise
and black pepper. Then put the stirred mashed potatoes back to the
hollowed-out potatoes;
5 Brush a layer of oil on the steaming baking tray. Put the potatoes in and
sprinkle the mozzarella cheese over the potatoes;
6 Select

Convection and

Utensil Reference
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preheat at 220℃.

7 After preheating is finished, put the baking tray in, and bake at 220°C for
20 minutes. by convection function. Pay attention to the color in the last
few minutes of cooking time. Stop baking when the surface of the food
becomes slightly golden brown.

7 After cooking, take it out. Squeeze the remaining half lemon juice on it
and enjoy it.

Utensil Reference

Manual Recipe

Baking tray
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Cheesy Broccoli Bake

Manual Recipe

Baked Vegetables

Manual Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

Pork collar-butt ................... 700g

1 Cut the pork collar-butt into a pieces with a thickness close to 1.5-2cm.
Score the surface of the pork with a knife. Then slice the garlic, and cut
scallion into sections;
2 Put the pork in a deep pot, then add salt, rose wine, white pepper
powder, scallion, garlic slices and barbecued pork sauce. Mix them
well. Wrap the pot with plastic film and refrigerate it for about 3 hours
or longer;
3 Take out the marinated meat, put it on the baking tray lined with
greaseproof paper (do not pour the sauce into it).

Cooked rice ........................... 150g

1 Wash tomatoes. Then cut the tomatoes and onions into chunks.
Then cook and stir them in a hot pot with oil and salt.
2 Spread the cooked rice on a heat-resistant plate and spread the
tomatoes and onions on it.
3 Cut pork chop into pieces and spread them on a plate. Sprinkle
the dish with cheese and place it on the baking tray.
4 Select Convection and preheat at 210℃.
5 After the preheating is complete, put the baking tray into the lower
layer and bake at 210°C for 15 minutes by convection function.

Barbecued pork sauce ...... 48g
Scallion ............................... 30g
Garlic

............................... 20g

Rose wine............................... 20g
Salt

............................... 3g

White pepper powder ...... 5g
Honey

............................... 5g (optinal)

Tomato ................................... 1pieces

（about150g）

Onion .................................... 80g

Vegetable oil ....................... a little
Salt

.................................... a little

Pork chop ............................. 150g
Cheese ................................... 60

(distribute it fully）

4 Select Convection and preheat at 210℃.
5 After the preheating is complete, put the baking tray into the lower layer
and bake it at 210℃ for 30 minutes by convection function.
6 If you want the roasted char siu to be more golden, you can take out the
char siu in the last 5 minutes and bake it with honey.

Utensil Reference

Utensil Reference

Suitable dish

Baking tray
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Baking tray
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Vanilla Cream Puffs

Utensil Reference

Baking tray

Ingredients
Unsalted butter........................ 80g
Eggs

Vanilla stuffing

.................................... 250g（about 5 pieces） Yolk

.................................... 80g（about 4 pieces）

Low-gluten flour ..................... 120g

Pure milk .................................... 330\g

Sea salt .................................... 1g

Granulated sugar .................... 75g

Water

.................................... 150g

Whipping cream ..................... 150ml
Sugar

.................................... 40g

Low-gluten flour ..................... 15g
Millet flour ................................ 15g
Vanilla pod ............................... 1piece

Recipe
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Put salt, water and butter into a pot and boil them;
Sieve the cake flour for use and beat and whisk the eggs;
After the oil-water boil, add all the sieved flour;
After boiling of oil water, all filtered our should be added at one time
duringboiling;
Egg-beater should be used to rapidly stir evenly and realize pasting (molding of puffs
can be affected by non-high temperature and poor gelatinization of flour);
Mix the dry powder evenly with a spatula.
Add half of the egg mixture and mix well.
The remaining egg liquid should be added to the puff dough several times. Stirred the
puff dough and egg liquid evenly before you add egg next time.
Stir the batter until it is slightly slippery and put it into the squeezing bag.

10 Select

Convection and

preheat at 190℃.

11 Squeeze the puff dough onto the baking tray with about 5cm each; Use the remaining
egg liquid to smooth the small hook after the puff is extruded;
12 After preheating is finished, put the baking tray in, and bake at 190°C for 27 minutes.
13 Seeds of vanilla pod are taken out;
14 Milk and vanilla pod are placed in the pot for boiling, which is stirred continuously in
the halfway;

15 Granulated sugar and yolk are mixed and stirred evenly;
16 Low-gluten flour and corn starch are filtered and then added to the yolk for stirring
evenly, until disappearance of dry powder;

17 Boiling milk can be slowly added to yolk paste with a little amount, and stirred evenly

at the same time (if too much is poured at one time, yolk can be cooked by high
temperature milk);
18 After milk and yolk paste are mixed evenly, it is necessary to pour it back to the pot,
heat at a little re, and stir continuously in the half-way, so as to prevent caking on the
bottom, until it is thickened and its grains do not disappear; (if the fire is too large
and there is solidified caking when the stirrer is lift, it is necessary to firstly remove
the pot and place it on the desk for stirring, until it is smooth and without caking.
At this time, it should be removed to above the fire again and heated to be thickened);
19 The boiled vanilla stuffing is poured into the dish for paving as thin as possible. Then,
it is necessary to cover it with plastic wrap (plastic wrap is tightly close to vanilla stuffing)
and place it in the refrigerator for cold storage;
20 After baking of puffs, vanilla stuffing is taken out of the refrigerator, pressed to be
smooth, and enclosed in the pastry bag, so as to squeeze vanilla stuffing into the
puffs baked in advance.
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Dough Fermentation

Ingredients
Dough .............. 500g

Utensil
Reference

Yogurt Fermentation

Recipe

Ingredients

Recipe

1 The kneaded dough is placed in the glass container.
2 Glass container is directly placed on the baking tray, which is then placed
in the lower layer of the steam oven.
3 Select Auto Menu 33[Fermentation] set as 30-60 minutes for startup
4 It should be taken out for eating after completion.

Plain yogurt ........ 200g

1 The cheese and pure milk are packaged in a large bowl for mixing evenly.
2 The bowl is placed in the baking tray and the grill is placed in the lower
layer of steam oven to turn off the door of the furnace.
3 Select Auto Menu 33[Fermentation] set as 8 hours for startup
4 It can be taken out for eating after cooking.

Yeast ͓ If more yeast is used, the fermentation speed is faster, and vice versa.
͓ Yeast with improper storage or too-longtime of storage is deep in color,
low in fermentation effect and little in fermentation speed.
Water ͓ At normal temperature, warm water at about 40℃ should be used to knead dough.
temperature
The temperature of prepared dough is about 27℃, which is optimum for reproduction
of yeast. If the water is too hot, yeast may die from scald; if the water is too cold, yeast
is slow in reproduction.
Salt and sugar ͓ Generally, 2-3g table salt should be added to 500g four to be most beneficial for the
growth of yeast. Sugar accounting for 5% of dough can be used to provide nutrient
for reproduction of yeast, so as to quicken the reproduction of yeast. But, sugar and
salt should be used at appropriate amount.
Temperature ͓ It is 28℃-30℃ as generally required, which can be adjusted by increasing or reducing
the temperature of water used for kneading dough. When the room temperature is
about 20℃ in spring, water temperature should be controlled at 35℃-40℃. When the
room temperature is above 30℃ in summer, water temperature should be controlled
at 13℃-15℃.
Sign of maturity
͓ Top of the dough is heaved and it feels dry by hands. If pulling by hands, dough can
for dough
be naturally stretched; after the hands are removed, it can be retracted slowly. At this
fermentation
time, there are many pores inside the dough and a favor of wine.
Others ͓ It is recommended to ferment at room temperature for breads which are difficult to
control the temperature such as baguettes .temperature such as baguettes.
͓ When the room temperature is low in winter, please set the expected time and measure

the temperature of the dough while fermenting.

Steaming tray

Glass container
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Pure milk .............. 1000g

Milk selection ͓ Pure milk, normal temperature milk or pasteurized milk are available; some milk
powder can be added to make texture of cheese more mellow and thick.
Selection of ͓ It is recommended to use lactic acid bacteria powder, which is easy to operate, stable
in production, and realize gentle smell of the cheese. It is also necessary to use
leavening agents
finished cheese as the starter or use kefir grains according to personal preference.
Container disinfection ͓ Quality of the cheese may be affected by the bacteria in the container, so it is sure to
do well in disinfection. The easiest method is to scald it by boiling water.
Adjustment of
͓ The prepared cheese is placed in the refrigerator for more than 8 hours. Then, the
favor by cold storage
cheese will become more thick and fragrant.
Adjustment of acidity ͓ If you think the self-brewed cheese is too acid, it is necessary to use low-acidity
bacterial powder or shorten fermentation time on the premise of cheese solidification,
and eat it as soon as possible. It is also a good method to add honey, jam or cereal
before eating.

Utensil Reference

Steaming tray

Bowl
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